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SYNOPSIS 

The objective of this investigation was to evaluate Holmberg's method 

for simultaneous dissolved oxygen control and parameter estimation in a 

completely mixed diffused air activated sludge reactor. 

Ho 1 mberg' s method is based on an adaptive contro 11 er which estimates 

parameters in a model of the process. A dissolved oxygen <DO) mass 

balance on the liquid phase in the CFSTR gives: 

where 
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dCouT 
dt 

= dissolved oxygen concentration in the reactor and 

the stream leaving the completely mixed reactor 

= dissolved oxygen concentration in stream entering 

the reactor 

= dissolved oxygen saturation concentration 

= flow rate of stream entering/leaving reactor 

= CFSTR volume 

= oxygen utilisation rate<= Respiration rate) 

= oxygen transfer coefficient 

= time 

Holmberg (1986) proposed two simplifications of the actual process 

model. Firstly, it was assumed that the mass transfer coefficient for 

oxygen input is a linear function of the air flow rate, i.e.: 

The second assumption was that the contribution of the flow term in the 

mass balance in ne9l i9ible compared to the oxygen transfer and oxygen 

utilisation rate terms. These assumptions lead to the simplified process 

model: 
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dCour 
dt 

= cx· F111 R • (C 8 -Cour) R ••••••••• (3.4) 

Holmber9 proposed that the two terms ot (relatin9 to KLa) and the oxy9en 

utilisation rate R could be estimated on-line without any measurements 

additional to FuR and Cour and without introducin9 major disturbances 

in the process. 

In the development of the deadbeat estimator, Holmber9 assumed that the 

input F11iR oscillated and chan9ed at every samplin9 instant. However the 

requirement of continuous excitation contradicts the objective of the 

controller the aim of which is to reduce all errors to a minimum. This 

leads to the concept of dual control, where a compromise is made between 

DO-re9ulation and on-line estimation of ot and R. 

Holmber9's dual DO 

throu9h simulations 

controller cum OURIKLa estimator 

of controlled process behaviour. 

conclusions were apparent from the results : 

was 

The 

evaluated 

followin9 

(i) The simulation pro9ram was shown to predict the results presented 

by Holmber9 (1986) very closely. 

(ii) Simulations were conducted in which the ot and OUR parameters of 

the real process were held constant. These conditions are 

encountered at the end of an aeration train. Results indicated 

that under such conditions Holmber9's estimator conver9ed rapidly 

and without offset to the true parameter values. The dissolved 

oxy9en (00) control was also effective. 

(iii) Simulations were conducted in which the ot and OUR parameters of 

the real process were assumed to vary in a sinusoidal fashion: 

the amplitude of the OUR fluctuation was similar to that 

encountered in practice at the head of an aeration train. Under 

these circumstances the parameter estimates conver9ed rapidly to 

the true values but the estimates now oscillated about the true 

values. The ma9nitude of the estimate oscillations were shown to 
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be dependent on a parameter, S, that 'Holmberg had defined. The DO 

control was effective. 

(iv) Two methods for parameter estimation were proposed by Holmberg. 

The first method, termed the "zero order" method assumes the cc 

and OUR parameters to be constant over each sampling interval. 

The second method, termed the "first order" method assumes the cc 

and OUR parameters to vary linearly over the sampling interval. 

Simulations in which the sampling interval ranged from 1 to 10 

minutes demonstrated that the two methods yield virtually 

indistin9uishable parameter estimates and DO control. This is at 

variance with Holmber9's observation that the first order method 

yields "9reatly improved" estimates. 

(v) Holmber9's estimator assumes the flow terms of the real process 

DO mass balance to be negligible. If the flow terms are included 

in simulation of the real process, but excluded from the 

estimator model, offsets occur in the values of the parameter 

estimates. Nevertheless, the dissolved oxygen control is 

effective. 

(vi) In Holmberg's simulations it was assumed that in the real 

process, the oxygen transfer coefficient, KLa, is directly 

proportional to the air flow rate and that the relation passes 

through the origin. However, Goto (1985) found that a linear 

relationship, but not passing through the origin, best described 

the KLalair flow rate relationship. If the real process KLalair 

flow rate relationship was modelled in the form proposed by Goto 

(1985), Holmber9's estimator was shown to yield large offsets in 

the estimated values of the parameters, especially the OUR. DO 

control was still satisfactory. 

Cvii) An incorrect saturation dissolved oxygen concentration, C8
, was 

shown to cause offsets in the estimates of the OUR and cc. The 

offset in the OUR estimates was small whereas the offset in the cc 

estimate was large. 
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(viii) Holmberg's observation that the objectives of the DO controller 

and the parameter estimator are contradictory was shown to be 

correct. At given conditions, improving the DO control resulted 

in worse parameter estimates. Similarly, improving the parameter 

estimates resulted in worse DO control. 

( ix) An extension to Holmberg' s method was proposed to overcome the 

small parameter estimate offsets resulting from excluding the 

flow terms in the estimator model of the real process. 

(x) A further extension to Holmberg's method was proposed to overcome 

the significant offsets (particularly in OUR> resulting from an 

incorrectly assumed KLalFA1R relationship. This proposed 

extension was shown to eliminate the offsets in the parameter 

estimates. 

(xi) The effect of dead-time on parameter esimation was investigated. 

It was found that: 

- for a given dead-time, the greater the sampling interval, the 

smaller the parameter estimate offsets. 

- for a given sampling interval, the greater the dead-time, the 

greater the parameter estimate offsets. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this investigation is to evaluate the Holmberg/Olsson 

method for simultaneous dissolved oxygen control and and oxygen 

utilisation rate estimation in the activated sludge process. (Holmberg 

and Olsson~ 1985: Holmberg, 1986). 

The activated sludge process (ASP) is established as the most widely 

used large scale wastewater treatment process for domestic and organic

bearing industrial wastewaters. In the process, wastewater is treated 

while passing through a series of one or more mixed reactors containing 

a dilute slurry of biological organisms. The essence of the treatment 

step lies in the biological reactions of the heterogeneous organisms 

present in the reactors. These micro-organisms utilize the organic 

material present in the wastewater (the pollutant) as a food source. In 

utilizing the organic matter, a portion of the carbon is directed into 

the formation of new cellular mass. The remaining portion is oxidized by 

the organisms to provide the energy required in the formation of the new 

cellular mass. Molecular oxygen is the primary final electron acceptor 

in the biological oxidation process. Thus oxygen must be supplied to the 

reactors in order ·to sustain the micro-organisms. The amount of oxygen 

required, termed the "oxygen demand", is related to the organic load on 

the process'. 

The influent to a wastewater treatment plant generally exhibits wide 

diurnal variations in both flow and concentration of organic pollutants 

(and ammonia>. These variations usually follow a characteristic 

cyclic pattern repeated closely from day to day, the cyclic input 

reflecting the water utilisation patterns of the community being served. 

Because the influent flow rate and concentration vary, the loading rate 

(the product of flow rate and concentration) also varies. A consequence 

of the variation in the load on the process is a variation in the 

process oxygen demand over the cycle. The oxygen input to the system 

l Under certain conditions oxygen is also consumed in the biological 
oxidation of ammonia to nitrate. This process, termed nitrification, 
will add to the carbonaceous oxygen requirement. 
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thus needs to be controlled so as to ensure that the dissolved oxygen 

level is maintained above some minimum which guarantees the continuous 

growth of the aerobic micro-organisms. A dissolved oxygen <00) content 

of approximately 2 mg0/1 generally is satisfactory: this concentration 

corresponds to roughly 20 percent of the saturation dissolved oxygen 

l eve 1 • 

A further incentive f'or controlling the dissolved oxygen concentration 

is the possible savings in operating costs. The energy requirement for 

aeration is the 

exercising control 

through supplying 

major operatin9 cost in the ASP. Therefore, by 

over the oxy9en input, over-aeration can be avoided 

only suf'f'icient oxygen to match the time-varyin9 

demand. In this way operating costs are minimised. The implementation of 

effective automatic control strate9ies has resulted in reductions in 

energy inputs in the range of' 10 to 40 percent relative to processes 

where the oxy9en input is re9ulated by plant operators <Flana9an, 1977). 

The method employed f'or the implementation of dissolved oxygen control 

traditionally has been of' the linear feedback type. In this approach the 

dissolved oxygen concentration in the process is measured, providin9 a 

feedback si9nal f'or a controller. The controller, in turn, manipulates 

the aeration rate with the objective of' adjustin9 the measured dissolved 

oxygen concentration to some desired setpoint value. Linear feedback 

control systems have been utilised with a fair degree of' success. 

However, in recent years microprocessor-based adaptive contro 11 ers 

(particularly the self-tunin9 re9ulator) have received increasin9 

attention as these can of'f'er certain improvements in dissolved oxy9en 

control over the simpler feedback type. One reason is that conventional 

linear controllers cannot function optimally at all operatin9 levels as 

a result of' the inherent non-linearities in the system. Adaptive 

controllers on the other hand are able to adjust the controller 

parameters according to the operatin9 conditions, thus 'adapting' 

controller response on-line to suit process conditions. 

A further reason for the interest in the approach of adaptive control of 

the dissolved oxy9en concentration relates to the computations which 

form a part ·of' the contro 11 er parameter adjustment mechanism, or which 

can be carried out in parallel. In the case of the self-tuning regulator 
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<STR) one of the steps in updating controller constants is the 

estimation of parameters in a mathematical model which represents 

(identifies) the process. If the model is suitably defined the estimated 

parameters can be used to ca 1 cul ate information which reflects process 

operatin'3 conditions. One possible application that has been su9gested 

for diffused air wastewater treatment systems is the on-line estimation 

of oxy9en utilisation rate (OUR) (e.9. Olsson, Rundqwist, Eriksson and 

Ha 11 , 1 985 > • 

The rate of oxy9en consumption in the activated slud9e process is linked 

directly to the biological activity and therefore is a parameter 

reflective of process operation. Knowledge of the OUR would be very 

useful to plant operating personnel as a basis for deciding on operating 

strategies. Alternatively the OUR could be used as an input variable in 

other on-1 ine process control procedures. In either case knowled9e of 

the OUR should be useful in regulatin'3 plant performance. 

The objective of this investigation has been to evaluate one of the 

methods proposed for adaptive 00 control with simultaneous estimation of 

OUR. This method, proposed by Holmberg and Olsson (1986), appears 

particularly suitable because it· only requires measurement of the 00 

concentration. The means for evaluating the scheme is throu9h simulatin'3 

the controlled process behaviour on a micro-computer. The simulations of 

plant behaviour have been restricted to diffused air ASP systems. That 

is, the oxygen 

rate from a 

input to the system is varied by varying the air flow 

compressor. However, the technique for 00 control and 

OUR estimation could also be applied to systems with simultaneous 

surface aeration. 

The dissertation starts by briefly reviewin'3 the various approaches to 

OUR measurement. This p 1 aces the Ho 1 mber9/0l sson method in the context 

of the current work in the field, justifyin'3 the selection of this 

method. This is followed by a more in-deP,th analysis of the method. The 

results of computer simulations usin'3 the method are then presented and 

discussed. Su99ested modifications to the method are evaluated. 



CHAPTER TWO 

OXYGEN UTILISATION RATE ESTIMATION METHODS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the Activated Sludge Process <ASP> treating municipal wastewater, the 

total oxygen demand can be divided into four components associated with 

phenomena taking place in the system. The biodegradable organic material 

in the influent may be regarded as being comprised of a soluble readily 

biodegradable portion and a slowly biodegradable particulate fraction. 

In removal of the two fractions a rapid utilisation of oxygen can be 

associated with the readily biodegradable fraction and a slower rate of 

consumption with the particulate material. In addition to the two growth 

processes, a third component is the oxygen consumption associated with 

endogenous respiration. These three components relate to growth and 

maintenance of heterotrophic organisms and have been termed the 

carbonaceous OUR <Dold and Marais, 1985). A fourth component is 

encountered in nitrifying activated sludge processes. In such systems, 

ammonia nitrogen is converted to nitrate by autotrophic organisms: 

oxygen is also required for this biological oxidation. 

Because oxygen consumption is linked directly to the biological 

processes within a system, oxygen utilisation rate (OUR) is reflective 

of process behaviour. For this reason knowledge of the OUR can be a 

useful indicator of process status and perhaps can be used as a measured 

variable in control strategies. The OUR has long been recognized as one 

of the most meaningful - parameters in control. Because o-f the value of 

the information gathered in knowing the OUR, extensive research has been 

conducted into methods for measuring or estimating the OUR. This chapter 

will present the most common measurement methods and the most important 

proposals for estimating the OUR using identification. 

" 
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2.2 DIRECT METHODS FOR MEASURING OUR 

2.2.1 Laboratory measurement of OUR 

Measurement of OUR in a laboratory-scale activated sludge system is a 

simple procedure. To illustrate the method, consider a single completely 

mixed reactor through which a stream is passing. The technique for 

measuring OUR in this reactor is as follows The dissolved oxygen <DO) 

concentration is increased by increasing the rate of oxygen input. In 

the laboratory unit this would typically involve increasing the air flow 

rate to the reactor. Oxygen input is terminated when the DO 

concentration has been raised to near the saturation value: for example, 

to 7 or 8 mg0/1 in a unit operated at 20°C. The DO concentration then 

decreases with time as no air is being bubbled through the reactor to 

balance the oxygen demand arising from the activity of the biological 

organisms. The OUR is obtained by monitoring the rate of decrease of DO 

with time. This is achieved very simply by recording the DO 

concentration change on an X-time plotter as shown in Fig 2.1. The slope 

of the straight line gives the OUR. 

In the laboratory measurement method an important factor to note is that 

any flow to the reactor must be maintained during the test. Spurious 

results will be obtained if the feed is stopped at any time. This is 

particularly true for reactors receiving the influent flow. The error is 

associated principally with the OUR component for readily biodegradable 

substrate removal. The readily biodegradable material in the influent 

is utilized rapidly on entering the reactor. Therefore by terminating 

the feed to the reactor there will virtually be a step change in OUR. 

This is demonstrated in Fig 2.2 which shows the OUR response in a single 

aerobic ASP reactor receiving a cyclic square-wave input of municipal 

wastewater (i.e. 12 hours feed/12 hours no feed). The step change in OUR 

on feed termination is readily apparent (Ekama, Dold and Marais, 1985). 

2.2.2 Grab sample method for measuring the OUR 

A grab sample method for OUR measurement in full-scale plants has 

developed out of the laboratory method. This method has been reported as 

being the simplest to apply at full-scale (Goto, 1985). A grab sample of 

an aeration reactor's mixed liquor is taken and air bubbled vigorously 
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Fi9 2.1 Example of a DO concentration time plot used to estimate the OUR 
in a laboratory reactor. 
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Fig 2.2 Oxygen utilisation rate (OUR) response observed over one cycle 
in an aerobic activated sludge unit subjected to daily cyclic 
square wave loadin9 (12 hours feed/ 12 hours no feed) with 
municipal wastewater as influent. 
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throu9h the samp 1 e bot t 1 e unt i 1 the DO concentration has increased to 

close to the saturation concentration. This procedure may require 

aeration for several minutes. The air supply is then turned off, and 

thereafter DO concentration is measured continuously over the next few 

minutes. As was the case in the laboratory measurement method, the OUR 

is 9iven by the rate of decrease of the DO concentration. 

One di sadvanta9e of this method is its manua 1 nature which makes it 

unsu itab 1 e for frequent da i 1 y use. Furthermore the 9rab-samp 1 e method 

9enerates values that are only as 900d as the representativeness of the 

9rab sample. As non-ideal flows are present in all aeration basins, 

lar9e variations frequently exist over small distances within a reactor. 

Indeed, it is quite possible that two 9rab samples taken from the same 

area at the same time yield different OUR's as a result of a non-ideal 

flow re9ime present in the reactor. However, other sources of error are 

more important in critisisin9 the method. 

In the method, a samp 1 e is taken from the continuous fl ow reactor and 

thereafter oxy9en utilisation is measured in a batch test. In the batch 

test, concentrations of various compounds will chan9e with time. 

Therefore the OUR also will chan9e with time and the measured value may 

differ from the OUR in the continuous flow reactor. This problem is 

compounded by the fact that durin9 the period in which the DO 

concentration is raised before the OUR measurement is commenced, it is 

likely that any readily biode9radable COD will be removed and 

nitrification also may be completed. Therefore these components will be 

excluded from the OUR measurement, and the OUR will be underpredicted. 

An additional problem with the batch mode of measurement is that the 

grab-sample method is tantamount to measurin9 the OUR in the continuous 

flow reactor but with the feed switched off. Therefore major errors can 

be incurred in the OUR measurement for the reasons outlined in Section 

2.2.1. One possible approach to overcome problems with the grab-sample 

method is to use a small-scale reactor or 'respirometer' alongside the 

full-scale plant. 
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2.2.~ Respirometers for measurement of OUR 

In recent years, a number of automatic respirometers ( OUR monitors) 

have been developed and installed for continuous use (Goto, 1985). 

Respirometers consist of small-scale reactors usually placed alon9side 

the full-scale plant. A continuous stream is diverted from the full

scale plant into the respirometer and, after passing throu9h the 

resp i rometer, is returned to the aerator. The OUR is measured in the 

respirometer, and this measurement is taken as the OUR in the full-scale 

plant. 

A number of methods for measurin9 the OUR in the respirometer have been 

proposed. One approach is to raise the DO within the respirometer and 

then terminate the air supply: thereafter the OUR is measured as in the 

laboratory scale method. An alternative approach is to adjust the air 

flow rate in the respirometer so as to maintain the DO concentration at 

some setpoint. The OUR is then estimated throu9h solvin9 the mass 

balance for DO concentration in the respirometer. A drawback of this 

approach is that some estimate of the mass transfer coefficient, KLa, is 

required. A third approach for measurin9 OUR in the respirometer is 

based on measurement of the pressure chan9e in a closed.vessel. 

A disadvanta9e with the respirometer method is that close attention must 

be 9iven to the experimental system and to the test procedures. To 

obtain reliable results requires considerable experience. The 

experimental difficulties with the respirometer itself are compounded by 

the difficulties in transferrin9 a representative sample from the full

scale plant to the respirometer. 

2.3 INDIRECT METHODS FOR ESTIMATION OF OUR 

2.3.1 Estimatin9 OUR via prior KLa estimates 

Goto and Andrews (1985) developed a technique for the on-1 ine estimation 

of OUR on a full-scale diffused air ASP plant. The method is based on 

readily available sensors and a process control computer. A dissolved 

oxy9en balance on a well-mixed tank reactor 9ives: 



where 

dCouT 
dt 

Q 
= -· (CIN-CouT) + K· (C 8 -CouT) - OUR 

V 

OUR = oxy9en ut i 1 i sat ion rate 

Q = aerator volumetric out fl ow 

V = aerator volume 

CIN = 00 concentration-in aerator 

2.6 

.•...•.•. (2.1) 

influent stream 

Cou T = 00 concentration in aerator and its eHl uent stream 

K = plant specific oxy9en transfer coeHic ient 

cs = saturation dissolved oxy9en (00) concentration 

Goto (1985) noted that K, the plant specific oxy9en transfer 

coefficient, was primarily a function of air flow rate, FAIR i.e . 

K=K<FuR> •••••••• (2.2) 

Substitutin9 Eq 2.2 into Eq 2.1 and re-arran9in9 

OUR = Q/V· <CIN-Cour > + KC FAIR>· CC8 -Cour > -dCour/dt ••••• (2.3) 

Goto (1985) proposed that in order to estimate the OUR, all that 

remained was to find the relationship between K, the plant specific 

oxy9en transfer coefficient, and the air flow rate, FAIR• by a series of 

off-line experiments. An experiment was conducted in each of the 

aeration basins of a full-scale plant by introducin9 step chan9es in the 

air flow rate and followin9 the 00 with time. The empirical relationship 

between K and FAIR was found usin9 least squares curve fittin9 

techniques. Based on this information, the estimated OUR values showed 

reasonable a9reement with the measured values over a 24 hour period. 

A major disadvantage of the Goto/Andrews method is its non-portability. 

A series of off-line tests are first required on every reactor in order 

to determine that aerator's specific empirical relationship between FAIR 

and K. Furthermore these rel at i onsh i ps need to be up dated as changes 

occur with time. 
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Holmber92 and Ranta (1982) compared three estimation al9orithms for 

determinin9 the OUR and the oxy9en transfer coefficient, KLa, of the ASP 

of a functional wastewater plant. The first of these is similar to the 

Goto/Andrews method. The method assumes that the DO concentration is 

strictly controlled. That is, it was assumed that dCour/dt=O. By 

completin9 a DO mass balance in the form of Eq 2.1 and i9norin9 the flow 

terms, an equation very similar to that of Goto's (Eq 2.3) was derived : 

OUR = KL a C FA 1 R > • ( C9 -Co u r ) ••••• (2.4) 

To estimate the OUR, the relation between KLa and FuR was determined 

throu9h a number of experiments in which the response of dissolved 

oxy9en was recorded after a step chan9e in the air flow rate. A 

9raphical method, as opposed to Goto's least squares method, was used to 

determine the relation between KLa and FAtR• Holmber9 and Ranta 

concluded that the method for determinin9 the KLalFAtR relationship 

9raphically turned out to be poor. The method also occasionally failed 

when the assumption dCour/dt = 0 was not valid. 

2.3.2 OUR estimation via identification techniques 

Holmber9 and Ranta's second method for determinin9 the OUR consisted of 

a recursive least squares estimation of OUR and KLa considerin9 KLa to 

be an "unstructured parameter". The dissolved oxy9en dynamics were 

approximated by a first order response, i.e. : 

dCour 
T +Cour =K·FuR 

dt 

where 

T = 1/KL a 

K = C8 /FA1R - OUR/[KLa·FuR] 

Equation 2,5 was discretised 9ivin9 

Cour<k> = cc·Cour<k-1) + B·FuR<k-1) 

..•••• (2.5} 

..... (2.6) 

, , ••• (2. 7) 

.... (2.8) 

2 This is the only reference to A. Holmber9 (from Norway) who should not 
be confused with U. Holmber9 (from Sweden) referred to re9ularly 
later. 



in which 

cc = 1-l'i.t/T 

B = ( 1-cc) · K 

l\.t = discretization step. 

2.8 

, , ••• (2.9) 

.... (2.10) 

The parameters cc and B were estimated throush a recursive least squares 

alsorithm. The values of cc and B obtained throush t~is alsorithm allowed 

the OUR and KLa to be estimated throush the _rearransement of Eqs 2.9, 

2,10, 2.6 and 2.7. Simulations showed that under ideal conditions, the 

estimates of KLa and OUR conversed to the correct values, but only when 

KLa and OUR were constant. An offset in the estimates was observed if 

KLa or OUR varied. The alsorithm also experienced stability problems if 

the contro 1 was not constant for a 1 ons enoush period to a 11 ow the 

parameter estimates to converse. When applied to a real process, the 

estimation of the parameters was not successful because the OUR varies. 

Holmbers's third method was a recursive least squares estimation of OUR 

and KLa usins a linear expression for KLa. ie : 

......... (2.11) 

Isnorins the flow terms of the dissolved oxysen mass balance and 

substitutinS Eq 2,11 into the dissolved oxy9en mass balance equation, Eq 

2.1, Sives : 

dCouT 
= a1'FA1R'[C8 -Courl + a2·CC 11 -Courl - OUR ....... (2.12) 

dt 

This equation can be discretized and expressed as 

yt(k) = C1-a2<k-l)·l'i.tl'yt<k-1) - at<k-U·l\.t'y2(k-1) 

+OUR ( k-1 ) · l'i. t · YJ ( k-1) • 

in which 

y1 C k ) = C8 
- Co u r C k ) 

Y2 ( k) : Yt ( k ) . FA 1 A ( k) 

YJ ( k) = 1 

.. .... (2.13) 
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~t = discretization step. 

Equation 2.13 is 1 inear in the parameters at, a2 and OUR and therefore 

can be estimated recursively with a least squares al9orithm. The 

estimates when applied to a real process were satisfactory, and were 

better than those obtained in the second method. For the estimation, a 

short samplin9 interval of one minute was used. The process was 

stimulated throu9h small chan9es in the DO setpoint every 6 minutes. The 

9eneral conclusion obtained for Holmber9 and Ranta's second and third 

method was that althou9h the estimates were 900d durin9 transients with 

9reat dynamic chan9es, the process did not provide sufficient dynamics 

for successful estimation of all the parameters durin9 normal controlled 

operation • 

Holmber93 and Olsson (1985) also proposed a method for simultaneous KLa 

and OUR estimation. It was shown that both KLa and OUR can be estimated 

on-1 ine simultaneously without any steady-state off-set even if both 

quantities are time varyin9~ This was not possible with Holmber9 and 

Ranta's second method. The ASP system was modelled on the simple DO mass 

balance of Eq 2.1. Two techniques for estimatin9 the OUR and KLa were 

proposed. The first method used the Kalman filter parameter estimator 

with the Bayesian approach to account for the different rates of chan9e 

in the OUR and KLa. The second approach was termed the deadbeat 

estimator and made use of sin9ular excitations in the air flow rate. 

Holmber9 and Olsson (1985) noted that extra air flow excitation is 

required to continuously ensure satisfactory identification. Both 

estimation techniques yielded very 900d results in simulation tests and 

feasible results were 9enerated on an operational plant. The estimators 

were not directly linked to any form of DO control al9orithm. 

In the schemes of Holmber9 and Ranta (1982) and Holmber9 and Olsson 

(1985) the parameter identification is considered separately from DO 

control. The values of the parameter estimates obtained were not used to 

determine or influence the control action i.e. the controller parameters 

were held constant. In contrast, a number of researchers have considered 

OUR parameter identification to9ether with dissolved oxy9en control. In 

3 In this case, the researcher was U Holmber9 not A Holmber9 as with 
Holmber9 and Ranta (1982) 
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these schemes the estimated values of the parameters are used to 

influence the control action, i.e. adaptive control. 

Ko, Mcinnis and Goodwin (1982) demonstrated by simulation experiments 

the effectiveness of nonlinear adaptive control for the dissolved oxygen 

process. In addition to obtaining very effective control of the DO 

concentration level they showed that it was possible to obtain on-line 

estimates of KLa and the OUR. The DO dynamics were represented by a 

bilinear model the parameters of which were identified by a least

squares procedure. The identified parameters implicitly defined the KLa 

and the OUR. In order to overcome the problem of low process dynamics, a 

square wave set-point, varying between 1.8 and 2.2 mg0/1 and ~f period 

100 minutes, was used. Unfortunately Ko et al (1982) only demonstrated 

the effectiveness of their parameter estimating algorithm and control 

strategy at constant OUR and KLa, conditions rarely found in practice. 

Olsson, Rundqwist, Eriksson and Hall (1985) proposed a method that would 

simultaneously estimate the time varying OUR and KLa as well as 

providing DO control in ASP aerators. The ASP aerator model was based on 

the integrated form of the DO mass balance (Eq 2.1): 

where 

C(t) = as·C(t-1> + bs°FA1R<t-1) - rs·OUR<t-1) ••••• (2.14) 

C = DO concentration 

FAIR =airflow rate 

OUR = oxygen utilisation rate 

<t-1),(t) = previous and current sampling interval 

as = exp< -a· h > ••••• C 2. 15 > 

a 

h 

Q 

V 

rs 

bs 
cs 

= ao + a 1 • F AI R • • • • • < 2 • 16 > 

= sampling interval 

= slope of KL a versus F 1 ine, ie KL a = a1 ·F 

= Q/V ••••. <2.17> 

= influent volumetric flow rate 

= aerator volume 

= Cl/a]· [1-as l 

= rs· a1 · cs 

.•••• (2.18) 

••••. (2.19) 

= saturation dissolved oxygen concentration 
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The parameters as, bs and rs are time-varying, but are assumed constant 

over the sampling interval. It should be noted that these three terms 

are all functions of a1 and FuR- The self tuning controller used the 

process model 

where 

y(t>=a•·y(t-1) + b*·u(t-1) •••••• C 2. 20 > 

y = dissolved oxygen concentration= Cour of Eq 2.12 

u = air flow= FAIR of Eq 2.14 

The parameters a• and b* are constants determined by some recursive 

least squares algorithm. Equation 2.20 differs from Eq 2.14 by the 

omission of the last term of the right hand side of Eq 2.14, i.e. the 

term rs"OUR(t-1). Thus the process model considers the rs·OUR<t-1) term 

an unknown disturbance. The method of estimating OURCt-1) is as follows: 

By putting a• = ·aa, a1 can be calculated from Eqs 2.·15 and 2.16. The 

value of rs and ba can then be estimated using Eqs 2.18 and 2.19, 

respectively. Hence all the terms of Eq 2.14 are known except for 

OUR(t-1), thus allowing OUR<t-1) to be estimated. According to Olsson~ 

.a.L (1985) these estimates are sensitive to as and may have high 

variance. In the current investigation simulations showed that the 

estimates obtained using this method were poor. 

Holmberg (1986) improved on his previous work with Olsson by expanding 

his deadbeat KLa and OUR parameter estimator system to include 

simultaneous on-line dissolved oxygen control. Simulations showed that 

in closed-loop the dissolved oxygen control and parameter estimates were 

excellent. The estimator structure utilised the DO mass balance of Eq 

2.1. Methods of approximating the left hand side derivative term of Eq 

2.1, dCour/dt, were developed, and these estimates utilised to estimate 

the OUR and KLa. 

The contro 1 objective was to use the estimated time-varying parameters 

in the controller in such a way that the closed loop system tended to 

become a linear time-invariant system. This objective required fast 

parameter tracking. The tracking objectives however, required high 

excitation of the system, contradicting the control objective. It was 
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apparent that a compromise had to be reached between parameter 

estimation and DO control. This compromise was made by introducing a 

limit cycle to the closed loop system. The amplitude of the limit cycle 

was made sufficiently large so as to provide sufficient information 

abo~t the system to the parameter estimator but was small enough so as 

not to contradict the control objective. 

As Holmberg's method seemed the most promising of all the recently 

proposed simultaneous parameter estimation and DO control techniques, it 

was decided that a more thorough investigation into the method was 

appropriate. Chapter 3 presents the development of Holmberg's method in 

detai 1. 



CHAPTER THREE 

HOLMBERG METHOD FOR D.O. CONTROL AND O.U.R. ESTIMATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The concept of self-tuning control, where the controller parameters are 

adjusted on-line, was first proposed in the early 1950's. This approach 

to control arose primarily out of a need to control non-linear processes 

in which one set of controller parameters is not appropriate over the 

entire range of operating conditions. The general strategy of such a 

control system is shown in the block diagram overleaf (Fig 3.1). In 

summary the system involves two separate aspects. Firstly, appropriate 

parameters for a dynamic process model are estimated on-line (parameter 

estimation): and secondly, these model parameters are utilised to select 

appropriate controller parameters on-line (controller design>. In this 

way, by continually adjusting controller parameters, the control method 

is referred to as 'adaptive'. 

The self-tuning control CSTC) configuration of Fig 3.1 is flexible 

enough to accommodate a wide variety of parameter estimation techniques 

and controller design strategies. Typically the dynamic process model is 

assumed to be a 1 inear difference equation with parameters that are 

constant for a given sampling interval. One of a number of possible 

parameter estimation techniques is used to identify and update these 

process model parameters at each interval. Given the model parameters, a 

variety of methods also can be used to estimate appropriate values for 

the controller constants. Typically the controller is designed either to 

minimise a quadratic cost function or to place the poles (and perhaps 

the zeros) of the closed loop system at desired locations. However, many 

other controller design techniques ~xist. 

Adaptive control 

nonlinear and/or 

is normally employed 

time-varying. In the 

when the actual process is 

STC model of the process, 
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approximate models of the real process, usually linear and of low-order, 

are employed for purposes of simplifying the implementation. These 

simple models suffice even though they may not reflect the actual 

process dynamics accurately because deficiencies in the model are 

compensated for by the continual adjustments in the model parameters. In 

certain cases however, the process may in fact actually be of low order. 

IJhen such a process is modelled by a corresponding low-order 

differential equation then some correspondence may exist between the STC 

model and the equation describing the actual process. Also some 

relationship between the estimated model parameters and the true process 

parameters may exist. In Uris instance it is sometimes possible to 

abstract estimates of certain process parameters from the on-1 ine STC 

process model as opposed to making measurements of these variables in 

the actual process. This is the general basis of the Holmberg method for 

Oxygen Utilisation Rate (OUR) and Oxygen transfer coefficient (KLa> 

estimation through identification techniques. 

In this chapter the method for simultaneous 00 control OUR estimation 

proposed by Holmberg (1986) is analyzed and discussed. Modifications to 

Holmberg's method will be proposed later (Chapter 5>. In this chapter, 

the original method is presented in three phases: 

1) Selection of a model to mimic the real process: 

2) Estimator structure and parameter estimation: 

3) Control combined with parameter estimation: 

The development of Holmberg's method is presented in what might 

initially appear unnecessary detail. This detail is provided for two 

reasons: Firstly, the method is presented very briefly by Holmberg, and 

a substantial effort was required to unravel the detail to enable 

simulation of the system. Secondly, modifications to the method can be 

presented clearly given the detailed presentation here. It should also 

be noted that in this presentation no attempt is made to place 

Holmberg's method in its control context: that is, the method is 

presented without any reference to the underlying control concepts. 
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3.2 SELECTION OF A PARAMETER ESTIMATION MODEL 

Consider the sin9le continuous flow stirred tank reactor (CFSTR) of an 

activated slud9e process (ASP) shown in Fi'3 3.2. Oxy9en input to the 

reactor is via a diffused air system. In the liquid phase the oxy9en is 

consumed in the biolo9ical oxidation reactions: the oxy9en utilisation 

rate (OUR> is an unknown function of, inter a]ia, dissolved oxy9en, 

substrate and bacteria concentrations. A dissolved oxy9en <DO> mass 

balance on the liquid phase in the CFSTR gives 

where 

CouT 

CIN 

cs 

Q 

V 

R 

KL a 

t 

dCouT 
dt 

Q 
= -· ( CIN -Co u T > + KL a· (cs-Co u T ) - R 

V 
•••••••• (3.1) 

= dissolved oxy9en concentration in the reactor and 

the stream leavin9 the completely mixed reactor 

dissolved oxy9en concentration in stream enterin'3 

the reactor 

= dissolved oxygen saturation concentration 

= flow rate of stream enterin9/leavin9 reactor 

= CFSTR volume 

= oxy9en utilisation rate<= Respiration rate) 

= oxy9en transfer coefficient 

= time 

Holmber9 (1986) proposed two simplifications of the actual process model 

of Eq 3.1. This was with the objective of formulating a simplified model 

of the process which nevertheless would predict the dynamic process 

behaviour with acceptable accuracy. By usin'3 this simplified model as 

the parameter estimation model it would then be possible, perhaps, to 

use the on-1 ine parameter estimates to abstract information about the 

behaviour of the real process ie. about the parameters in Eq 3.1. The . 
first simplification was to specify the oxy9en transfer rate as a linear 

function of the air flow rate, FAIR (Olsson et al, 1985): 

•••...•.• (3.2) 
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The coefficient « is a function of aerator type, air production system, 

water depth, basin shape and even air flow rate itself and is not known 

in practice. Often a2 is assumed to be zero (Olsson et a),1985). With 

this assumption Eq 3.1 becomes: 

dCour 
dt 

Q 
= -·<CIN-Cour) + «·FuR·<C 8 -Cour> - R 

V 
•••••••• (3.3) 

A second possibility for simplifyin9 Eq 3.1 involves considerin9 the 

ma9nitude of the different terms. The contribution of the flow term 

[Q/V· <C1N-Cour>l to the ri9ht hand side of Eq 3.3 typically is less than 

1· percent of each of the other terms. Therefore this fl ow term can be 

i9nored without incurrin9 a lar9e error to 9ive : 

dCour 
dt 

= R •••••.••• (3.4) 

In the process model of Eq 3.4 the terms FuR and Cour are readily 

obtained by measurement: C8 is a known function of temperature and 

pressure. The two remainin9 terms « (relatin9 to KLa) and the oxy9en 

utilisation rate Rare unknowns. Holmber9 proposed that these two terms 

could be estimated on-line without any measurements additional to FuR 

and Cour and without introducing major disturbances in the process. 

3.3 ESTIMATOR STRUCTURE AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

To estimate « (relatin9 to KLa> and oxy9en utilisation rate CR in Eq 

3.4.) the process model in the parameter estimator should closely 

resemble Eq 3.4. The computer-based estimator structure operates in 

discrete time. Thus Eq 3r4 must be put in discrete form. A simple 

transform would be to approximate the derivative usin9 Euler's method. 

That is 

where 

h = 

dCo u T ( kh) 
dt 

= 
Co u r ( k h +h} - Co u r ( k h) 

h 

samplin9 interval 

...•.••.• (3.5) 



k = 
Cou r = 

inte9er counter representin9 the k'th samplin9 interval 

measured DO concentration in the reactor and the stream 

leavin9 the continuous flow stirred tank reactor. 
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The Euler approximation of Eq 3.5 based on the measured Cour values is 

not appropriate, however, since experience has shown that such an 

estimator structure 9ives a bias in the estimates even if the parameters 

are constant over the samplin9 interval. Alternatively if the derivative 

approximation of Eq 3.5 uses estimated values of Cour as opposed to true 

measurements of Cour, there will be no bias in the estimates provided 

Cour and the other parameters are constant over the sampl in9 interval. 

This corresponds to zero order hold samplin9. However the problem is to 

track parameters u and R that are not constant over the samplin9 

interval. The continuously varyin9 u and R can be accounted for by 

assumin9 that u and R vary linearly over each sampl in9 interval. This 

corresponds to first order hold sampling and should improve the 

parameter tracking. 

Consider the nonlinear time varying system of Eq 3.4. Re-writin9 Eq 3.4 

using a more standard nomenclature 

where 

Putt in9 

dy 
= u · u • C cs - y > - R 

dt 

Y = Cour (process output) 

u = FuR (process input) 

a= -u·u 

and V = u. u. cs - R 

••••••••• (3.6) 

••••••••• (3.7) 

.••••••.. (3.8) 

transforms the nonlinear equation to the linear equation: 

dy 
: a•y + V 

dt 
••••••.•• (3.9) 

It is convenient at this point to adopt the standard notation for 

sampled systems when deriving the estimator structure. Samplin9 this 

continuous time linear system of Eq 3.9 9ives (see Appendix A.1) 
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y(kh+h) = §·yCkh> + r •.••.•.• (3.10) 

where 

§ - §(h) - expCii(kh + s)ds] 
•••••••• (3.11) 

r - r<h> = J:!<sl·v(kh+h-slds •••••••• (3.12) 

It will be apparent later that it is convenient to define 

•••••••• (3.13) 

3.3.1 Zero order extrapolation 

Assume the parameters ot and R and the air flow rate u to be constant 

over each samplin9 interval. It is clear from the definitions of a and v 

(Eq 3.7 and Eq 3.8), that constants ot and R 9enerate constants a and v. 

Thus the parameters a and v are also constant over the samplin9 

interval. Equations 3.11 and 3.12 then inte9rate to give : 

Inte9ratin9 Eq 3.13 9ives: 

which re-arran9es to 

§ = expCa•hJ 

r = h•· v(kh) 

= <§-1>/a 

§ = 1 + h•·a 

•••.•••• (3.14) 

•••••••• (3.15) 

•••••..• (3.16) 

••.••••• (3.17) 

Substitutin9 rand§ of Eq 3.15 and Eq 3.17 into Eq 3.10 9ives 



=> 

y < k h + h > = < 1 +h • · a > · y < k h > + h • v < k h > 

y(kh+h) - y(kh) 
h* 

= a·y(kh) + v(kh) 

= '>' ( kh) 

3.8 

..•.•••• (3.18) 

••••••. (3.19) 

•••••••• < 3. 20) 

If the parameter variation is not too rapid during the samplinB interval 

a reasonable approximation of the derivative would be 

~ ( kh) = 
y ( k h +h ) - y ( k h ) 

h* 

' 

•••••••• (3.21) 

Note the similarity between the above equation and the Euler 

approximation, Eq 3.5 where instead of the sampling interval h we have 

substituted for a 'generalised sampling interval' h*. The relationship 

between the generalised sampling interval, h*, and the sampling interval 

,h, can be clarified by expanding the exponential term of Eq 3.16 to 

give: 

h* ~ h + a. h2 + a2 • h3 + ••• 
2! 3! 

• • ~ ••• C 3. 22 > 

Having an approximation of ~, the derivative of y, it makes sense to 

write the system in matrix format 

•••••••• < 3. 23) 

where 

•••••••• C 3. 24 > 

and 
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8 = [ : l •••••••• C 3. 25 > 

and to estimate the parameter vector 8 from the linear re9ression model 

••••.••• C 3. 23 > 

The deadbeat estimator for zero order extrapolation 

Consider the DO equation (Eq. 3.23) at two consecutive samplin9 instants 

( indexed C >t and ( h ) . Assumin9 the parameters to be constant over the 

interval, i.e. 81 = 82 = 8 we can write the two equations in matrix form 

[:: ] • 8 = [ :: l •••••••• (3.26) 

Let the input chan9e at every samplin9 instant to make the linear 

equation well conditioned. The followin9 estimator can then be used 

•••••••• C 3. 27 > 

where the estimator is a direct solution of a set of 1 inear al9ebraic 

equations. Since the estimates conver9e in finite steps the estimator 

was called a deadbeat estimator by Holmber9. 

3.3.2 First order extrapolation 

It has been noted earlier that assumin'3 the parameters oc and R to be 

constant durin9 the samplin9 interval is not always valid. In this 
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situation a natural step of refinement is to use information about the 

parameter derivatives in the approximation of y, ie. 

• ••••••• < 3. 28 > 

The caret <or 'hat') indicates that the estimated value of a parameter 

is bein'3 used. 

Assume the parameters to vary 1 inearly over the samplin'3 interval, ie. 

=a+ a*t 

[

a< kh + t > 

v(kh + t) = 
where [: : a(kh) 

v(kh) 

a= aCkh) 

! V : .;.(kh) 
••• (3.29) 

Usin'3 techniques analo9ous to the zero order method it is possible to 

show that : 

f(h) = J:a(kh+s).§(s)ds = 1 +ah•+ • Jh a. os.§(s)ds 

= 1 +ah•+ a. Is •••••••• C 3. 30 > 

where 

Is = J:•-ils)ds •••••••• (3.31) 

and 

r = J:!(h-s).v(kh+s)ds = h*.v + ·r v. os.f(h-s)ds 

* . 
= h "V + v· h .•••...• (3.32) 

where 

I, = I>· i<h-slds •..•..•• (3.33) 

Appendix A.2 provides detailed derivations of Eq 3.30 and Eq 3.32. 
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Substitution of' 2 and r of' Eq 3.30 and Eq 3.32 respectively into Eq 3.10 

gives: 

. . 
y(kh+h) = y(kh) + h•· (ay(kh) + v(kh) + a· I1 ·y(kh) + v· h 

= a y(kh) + v(kh) 

= y ( kh) •••••••• < 3. 34) 

If' the parameter derivatives do not vary too rapidly during the sampling 

interval a reasonable approximation of' y would be 

* ~ 
~ ( kh) = 

y < k h +h > - y < k h > - < a· I 1 · y < k h > + v · I 2 > 
h. •••••••• < 3. 35 > 

In order to estimate y(kh) through the use of' Eq 3.35 the following 

variables must be known : 

y(kh+h) and y(kh): 

I1 and h: 

h. : 

* * a and v. 

The DO concentrations at successive sampling intervals, y(kh) and 

y(kh+h), are known as these are measured. The integrands in It and h 

are very smooth functions and almost linear when a is small, making it 

possible to approximate these two functions with polynomials without 

incurring great errors. Taking one step with a Runge-Kutta integrator of' 

4th order gives 

I, = J: s· l<slds = ~· <21<~> + l<h> > + O<h' l •••••••• < 3. 36 > 

and 
h = Jhs·f(h-s)ds =J{<22U!_) + f(O)) + 0(h

4
) 

0 6 2 
•••••••• (3.37) 

The detailed derivation of' Eq 3.36 and Eq 3.37 is given in Appendix A.3. 
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In order to calculate h* the integral expression for h* (Eq 3.13) does 

not need to be solved as in the zero order case but instead Eq 3.30 can 

be used once It has been calculated: 

A A ~ 

h* = C1/aa1d.<~ - 1 - aa1d 0 It> •••••••• < 3. 30 > 

The parameter derivatives a and v may then be estimated by taking the 

derivatives with respect to time of Eq 3.7 and Eq 3.8 ie • 

a= -cx·u • • • • • • • . C 3. 38 > 

and v = ex· u· cs - A •••••••• C 3. 39 > 

Note that the airflow rate u and the saturation DO concentration cs are 

assumed constant over the sampling interval. Estimation of the parameter 

derivatives ex and R can be done using the least squares method. If n is 

the number of estimates, the estimated derivative of~ is 

n n n 

I c c kh > .ext > I < kh >·I " n. - OCk 

* 0( = k•t k•t k•t • · ••••••• C 3. 40 > 
n II 

n. I ( kh ) 2 - ( I (kh)) 2 

k•I k•t 

Similarly R is estimated from 

n n II 

I <kh>.Rt - I C kh > · I "" n. Rt 
~ = k•t k•t k•t ••••• : •• (3.41) 

n n 
n. I (kh) 2 - I ( kh )) 2 

k•t k•t 

See Appendix A.4 for the detailed derivation of Eq 3.40 and Eq 3.41 • 

The deadbeat estimator for first order extrapolation 

Again consider the DO equation at two consecutive sampling instants one 

and two steps before the current time (indexed <>1 and ()2), Assume the 

parameters to vary linearly over the intervals, i.e. 0 = 81 + &t'h = 82 

+ &2'h, Then the deadbeat estimator solves the following linear equation 

system with respect toe: 



[

~ t + ~t • et • h ] 
~ 2 + ~2 • e2 • 2h 

•••••••• < 3. 42 > 

3.4 SIMULTANEOUS OUR ESTIMATION AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONTROL 

3.13 

The idea of the dual controller/parameter estimator is to use the 

, estimated time-varying parameters in the controller in such a way that 

the closed loop system tends to become a linear time-invariant system. 

In order to track the ~arameters with good accuracy, the deadbeat 

estimator presented earlier is used. 

Consider the process 

dy 

dt 
= oc • u • < C8 

- y) - R ••••••••• < 3. 6a > 

Let the setpoint be YSP and the error e: y9p-y. Choose the controller 

u = •••••••• (3.43) 

so that substituting for u of Eq 3.43 irtto Eq 3.6 results in the closed 

loop system: 

dy 

dt 
= 

oc • tf\ +e > 
A 

0( 
- R ••••••••• ( 3. 6b ) 

It is apparent that if the estimates of oc and R are accurate ( ie. a =: oc 

and R =: R) then the closed loop system becomes 

dy 

dt 
= 

-de 
dt 

= e 

and we expect the error to go to zero exponentially. 

•••••••• C 3. 44) 

In the development of the deadbeat estimator, Holmberg assumed that the 

input u oscillated and changed at every sampling instant. In order to be 

able to estimate the parameters continuously it is necessary that the 
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ri'3ht hand si-de of Eq 3.6, cc·u· CC 8 - y) - R, does not remain constant at 

successive sampl in'3 points. If the error is kept close to zero for a 

lon'3 time with constant input u, we cannot be sure the parameters are 

constant. They may drift alon'3 the line cc·K = R, where K = u.(C 8 -y) = 

constant. Thus an estimator can '3ive accurate estimates only at 

occasions when the parameters deviate from this line. That is, DO 

control and parameter estimation is greatly hindered unless the system 

is excited in some manner. However the requirement of continuous 

excitation contradicts the objective of the controller the aim of which 

is to reduce all errors to a minimum. This leads to the concept of dual 

control, where a compromise is made between DO-regulation and on-line 

estimation of cc and R. 

A minor modification of the above control scheme provides the deadbeat 

estimator with the necessary excitation and thus ensures a nonsingular 

linear equation system even when the error is small. Modifying the 

control signal with the term sign(e) yields! 

u = 
R + e + sign(e) 

ex· ccs - y> 

where sign(e) is the function 

sign(e) = 
[

-11 

yielding for ex= C( and R = R 

for e < 0 

fore> 0 

dy 

dt 
= 

-de 
dt 

= e + sign(e) 

•••••••• (3.45) 

•••••••• C 3. 46 > 
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Figure 3.3 The effect of the sign(e) term on 
the closed loop behaviour 
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Hypothetical plots that clarify the differences between Eq 3.44 and Eq 

3.46 are given in Fig 3.3 above. In the figure the initial error is 

assumed to be 10 units and a sampling period of 0.1 time units is used. 

As expected, the error of the closed loop system of Eq 3.43, dy/dt=-e, 

tends to zero exponentially. The closed loop equation containing the 

sign(e) term, Eq 3.46, tends to zero at a faster rate than Eq 3.44. The 

sign(e) term ensures that the decrease in the error is not exponential. 

On the first occurrence of a negative error, the error begins to 

oscillate between an upper and lower value at each successive sampling 

point. The amplitude of the oscillations gradually increases to one unit 

as the average between the peaks and troughs tends to zero. Thus the 

closed loop system error finally settles down to oscillations of 

amplitude 1 between +1 and -1. The amplitude of these oscillations is 

termed the limit cycle amplitude. By introducing extra parameters into 

the control scheme. it is possible to choose the limit cycle amplitude 

l~y/~. The desired limit cycle amplitude is termed es,. 



Thus the followin9 controller 

u = 
R + ac • e + d. s i 9n ( e) 

~· (Cs - y) 

9ives the closed loop system 

dy 
dt 

= 
-de 

dt 
= ac·e + d·si9n(e) 

3 .16 

•••••••• (3.47) 

•••••••• (3.48) 

when~ = ex and R = R. The parameter ac specifies the closed loop pole, 

i.e. the rate of a step response. The 9reater the value of ac, the more 

sensitive the system and the more rapid the decrease in the error. The 

parameter d should be tuned itself durin9 the limit cycle such that e = 

!es,. As an approximate test for limit cycle we can take 

I et +et - t I < ea P ~ 

Thus the tunin9 for d becomes 

where 

, dt + t = dt + kd · < ea P - I e I ) 

when I et + et - t I < ea P 

otherwise 

•••••••• (3.49) 

•••••••• < 3. 50 > 

The choice of constants should be such that a reasonable compromise 

between control and identification is reached. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

METHOD FOR EVALUATING HOLMBERG'$ SIMULTANEOUS PARAMETER ESTIMATION ANO 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONTROL TECHNIQUE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The theory behind Holmber9's simultaneous oxy9en utilisation rate (OUR) 

parameter estimation and dissolved oxy9en <DO) control technique has 

been presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 now explains how Holmber9's 

technique was evaluated. In essence Holmber9's method was tested throu9h 

computer simulations of the controlled behaviour a completely mixed 

aeration basin. The simulation pro9ram was written in Turbo Pascal for 

the IBM Personal Computer. The pro9ram simulated two facets of system 

operation: 

(1) the real plant: and 

(2) Holmber9's controller/parameter estimator interfaced with 

the real plant. 

The chapter describes the methods by which the real plant and Holmber9's 

controller/parameter estimator were simulated. This is followed by an 

explanation of the simulation pro9ram operation. Finally the pro9ram is 

tested by simulatin9 an example used by Holmber9. 

4.2 SIMULATION OF THE REAL PLANT 

The process to be s i mu 1 ated is the contro 11 ed response of an aerated 

reactor in a diffused air activated slud9e system. This reactor will be 

referred to as the "aerator". The controller cum estimator requires only 

measurements of the dissolved oxygen concentration and a knowledge of 

the air flow rate. Therefore a complex dynamic model for the activated 

sludge process was not required. Rather a simple model for DO response 

in the real plant was used. It was assumed: 

Ci) The DO concentration in the aerator could be measured at any time. 

(ii) The air flow rate to the aerator could be manipulated. 



(iii) The relation between air flow rate and oxygen mass transfer 

coefficient is known. 
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(iv) The time-varying oxygen requirement in the reactor, reflected by 

the OUR, was specified. 

(v) Changes in DO concentration could be tracked by specifying an 

initial DO concentration and thereafter solvin9 the DO mass 

balance differential equation. 

Modelling the DO response in the aerator requires a knowledge of the 

flow regime. Ekama and Marais (1984) report that the mixing (or 

hydraulic) re9imes of aerators vary between two extremes: completely 

mixed and plu9 flow. In completely mixed regimes the influent is 

instantaneously and thorou9hly mixed (theoretically) with the reactor 

contents. Hence the eHl uent fl ow from the CFSTR reactor has the same 

constitution as the reactor contents. Also, the concentration of any 

compound will be uniform throughout the reactor, as will parameters such 

as the OUR. In practice the response of a well-mixed reactor often 

closely approximates the ideal continuous flow stirred tank reactors 

<CFSTR>. In a plug flow regime, the reactor is usually of the long 

channel type basin. The influent is introduced at one end of the 

channel, flows along the channel axis and is mixed by air spargers set 

along the base of the channel. In ideal plug flow each volume element 

along the axis is assumed to remain unmixed with the elements leadin9 

and following. That is, a single plug flow reactor ideally is comprised 

OT an infinite ~umber OT CFSTR's in series. In practice ideal plu9 flow 

behaviour is difficult to achieve. Rather the behaviour usually lies 

between the extremes OT true plug flow and completely mixed. Common 

practice is to approximate the intermediate flow regime by a Tinite 

number of CFSTR's in series. Figure 4.1, taken from Dold and Marais 

(1987), illustrates how a channel type aerator may be modelled as a 

train OT CFSTR's in series. 

This study considered the behaviour in a single completely mixed 

aerator. Such a reactor will be characterized by a single DO 

concentration and a single OUR value. Changes in DO in the reactor are 

described by a mass balance for oxygen over the reactor: 



where 

CouT 

CIN 

cs 
Q 

V 

R 

KL a 

t 

dCou T 
dt 

Q 
: -· CC1N-CouT) + KL a· (C 8 -CouT) - R 

V 
........ (4.1) 

= dissolved oxygen concentration in the reactor and 

the stream leaving the completely mixed reactor 

= dissolved oxygen concentration in stream entering 

the reactor 

= dissolved oxygen saturation concentration 

= flow rate of stream entering/leaving reactor 

= CFSTR volume 

= oxygen utilisation rate <= Respiration rate) 

= oxygen transfer coefficient 

= time 

4.3 

The Q/V(C1N-Cour> term is called the hydraulic term. Generally this term 

is relatively small compared to the other two terms of Eq 3.1. However, 

occasions do arise in reactors in which both CIN is close to zero (and 

thus not close to Cour> and the Q/V ratio is high: for example in a 

selector reactor incorporated in a system configuration for sludge 

bulking control. In such cases the hydraulic term may be of importance. 

The oxygen mass transfer coefficient, KLa, is a function of several 

variables including airflow rate, temperature, wastewater 

characteristics and aerator geometry. Of these variables, the air flow 

r-ate is the most important. Goto (1984) gives estimates of K, a plant 

specific oxygen transfer coefficient, as a function of air flow rate. 

Figure 4.2 shows such a set of estimates. Goto fitted a straight 1 ine 

and a power curve to the estimates. He concluded that the straight line 

fit of the form 

••••••• (4.2) 

where 
« = slope of 1 ine 

a2 = K axis intercept 

FAIR =airflow rate 

produced better correlations, and thus recommended the use of the linear 

correlation over that of the power fit. A disadvantage of the linear fit 
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Fig 4.1 The modelling of a channel-type aerator 

by 5 CFSTR's in series. 
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Fig 4.2 Goto's curve-fits to the K-airflow relationship. 
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is that ne9at i ve oxy9en transfer coefficients, a mean i n'31 ess concept, 

are predicted at air flow rates less than -a2/~. The simulation pro'3ram 

assumed the oxy'3en transfer coefficient in the real plant to be a 1 inear 

function of air flow rate, as in Eq 4.2, but ensured that ne9ative 

values of KLa were not 9enerated by settin'3 all ne9ative KLa's to zero. 

The air flow rate settin'3s were provided by the controller. 

The maximum dissolved oxy9en concentration or saturated dissolved oxy9en 

concentration, cs, is also a function of several variables. Of these the 

most important are wastewater temperature and pressure. As cs is a 

function of pressure its value chan9es with depth in the aerator. An 

ran9e of cs's thus exist between the surface of the aerator liquid and 

the bottom of the aerator. However, for simplicity, the cs value is 

usually taken at mid-depth (Schmidt and Redmon, 1975 >. In the 

simulations the cs was assumed to be primarily a function of temperature 

and the dependence of cs on depth was i'3nored. The validity of this 

assumption will be analyzed in the followin'3 chapter. 

The oxy9en utilisation rate, R, is the primary variable in the hydraulic 

model equation. For s i mu 1 at ion purposes it was assumed that the OUR 

varied sinusoidally, with a 24 hour period. 

Equation 4.1 was forward-inte9rated usin9 the fourth order Run9e-Kutta 

method. A fixed specific step len9th was utilised. The step len9th was 

always less than or equal to 1 minute. The relatively slow movin'3 

dynamics and the 9lobal error of 0(h 4
) due to the Run9e-Kutta technique 

ensured accurate inte9ration. 

To provide realistic simulations as well as a fuller evaluation of the 

Holmber9 technique the option of addin'3 dead time to the process was 

included. 

4.3 SIMULATION OF THE CONTROLLER/ESTIMATOR 

The role of the controller/estimator is two-fold. Firstly the estimator 

is to estimate the OUR and KLa usin9 only measurements of dissolved 

oxy9en concentration and a knowled9e of the air flow rate. Secondly, 
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suitable control action is to be determined with these estimates to keep 

the dissolved oxy9en concentration close to its set point. 

4.3.1 OUR and KLa estimation 

The parameter estimator proposed by Holmberg makes estimates of R, the 

respiration rate or oxygen utilisation rate, and cx, the slope of the 

assumed straight 1 ine relationship between KL a and air flow rate1
• Thus 

OUR is estimated directly while KLa can be calculated from: 

KL a = cx * F" 1 R •••••••• (4.3) 

It will be recalled from Chapter 3 that two methods of parameter 

estimation exist : A zero order method in which the parameters of the 

real process were assumed constant over the sampling interval, and a 

first order method in which these parameters were assumed to vary 

linearly over the sampling interval. 

Ci) Zero order method 

The method for estimating R (respiration rate) and cx in the zero order 

approach is set out in Fig 4.3. The symbols used are the same as those 

in Chapter 3: i.e. 

u = airflow rate 

y = DO measurement, etc 

All carets(~) indicate estimated values. For example, 9 is the estimated 

value of y. Certain variables are followed by an inte9er within 

parentheses - eg ~(2), u(l>, y(O). These parentheses are used for all 

variables in which the values at successive sampling intervals are 

required for estimation purposes. A number, k, within parentheses 

denotes that the variable value k sampling intervals prior to the 

current time is to be utilised. Thus ~(2) is the value of~ two sampling 

intervals prior to the current time. 

1 Holmberg assumed that the parameter a2 in the KLa/FuR relation of 
Eq 4.2 was zero. The validity of this assumption will be considered 
later. 
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'I' (2,1) -< -- ~ (1,1) 
'f (2,2) ( 'f (1,2) 

y<O> 

a<1)=-cx(1)u(1) ,. 
~<1>=h+h12•a<1>+h16•a <1>+ ... 
y<1>=< < y<1>-y<O> > /h• 
If <1,1)=u<1)•(C!..y(1)) 
'f(1,2)=-1 
INVERT 'f MATRIX 

~<O>->Eq,3.27 
R<O>->Eq,3.27 

Fig 4.3 The zero order method of estimating~ and R. 
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Figure 4.3 shows that the estimation of~ and R is comprised of three 

phases. In the first phase, values that were measured or estimated in 

the previous iteration but which are still required in the current 

iteration are assigned new variable names so as to make place for the 

current values of those variables. Thus y(1) becomes the previous 

iteration's y(O), a<U becomes the previous iteration's a<O>, etc. The 

second phase consists of the measurement of the current dissolved oxygen 

concentration, y(O). The third phase consists of the steps required to 

estimate~ and R. These are : 

(ii) First order method 

(i) estimate a through Eq 3.7. 

(ii) estimate h* through Eq 3.22. 

(iii) estimate Y through Eq 3.21. 

(iv) update the~ matrix through Eq 3.24. 

(v) invert the~ matrix. 

(vi) estimate~, R through Eq 3.27. 

The first order 111ethod is more complex than the zero order method, 

although the overall structure of the two methods are similar. The major 

difference between the two methods lies in the fact that the slopes of 

the parameters ~ and R, & and R, are estimated in the first order 

method, whereas the first. order method assumes & and R to be zero. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates schematically the steps involved in estimating~ 

and R through the first order method. As in the zero order case, the 

first phase consists of updating those values that were measured or used 

in the previous iteration and which are required in the current 

iteration. Here it includes all those variables that are updated in the 

corresponding phase of the zero order method plus previous R and & 
values and the variables used to estimate the current values of Rand ex. 

The second phase of the first and zero order methods are identical 

measurement of the current dissolved oxygen concentration. In the third 

phase, the steps required to estimate~ and Rare carried out. These 

steps are more complex than the zero order method. The steps are: 

(i) estimate & and R by using the least squares 

approach of Eq 3.40 and Eq 3.41. 
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- --------------------
y(2) < y(1) < y<O) 

"'(1) jm ~(2) < 
R<2) ( (1) 

~(1) < &(0) 
R<l) ( ~(0) 

~(2) < ~(1) 
~(2) < R<l) 
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R<D ( R<O) 

~ (2.,1) < .., (1,1) 
'f (2,2) ( 'f <1,2) 

-
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- --------------------

-

a<O>->Eq 3.40 
R<O)->Eq 3.41 

o.(1)=-a<Du(1) 
~(1)=-a:<1)u(1) 
~ A ~ A 

v<D=a<1'u(1)C-R<D 
~(1)=cx(1)u(1)Ct..R(1) 
I1->Eq 3.36 
\2->Eq 3.37 
H->Eq 3.30 
y(l)->Eq 3.35 
'f (1,l)=u<1)•<C~y<1)) 
f (1,2)=-1 
INVERT 'f' MATRIX 

--------------------
i<O)->Eq 3.42 
R<O)->Eq 3.42 

Fig 4.4 The first order method of estimating OUR. 
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( i i ) estimate the values of' the terms required to 

estimate ,;, ( 1) i • e. : 

a = -cc C 1 > • u C 1 > Eq 3.7 

• = -&<1>· u(l) Eq 3.38 a 

0 = a< 1 > • u < 1 > • cs - R Eq 3.8 

• = & < 1 > • u C 1 > · cs - ~ Eq 3.39 \I 

Is = r<a.<1>,a<1>,h> Eq 3.36 

h = f'<a.<1>,a<1>,h> Eq 3.37 
h. = r<a.<1>,a<1>,h> Eq 3.30 

( i i i ) estimate ,;, ( 1) from Eq 3.35 

(iv) estimate new values of' the~ matrix 

(11) invert~ matrix 

(vi) estimate m, R through Eq 3.42 

4.3.2 Controller simulation 

The controller uses the estimates of' m and R to calculate the required 

controller response. The controller mechanism is independent of' the 

identification procedure used. Thus, whether zero or first order 

identification is used, .the controller response is given by Eq 3.47: 

u = 
R + ac .e + d.sign(e) 

a· cc• - y) 
•••••••• (4.4) 

There are two controller constants in Eq 3 47. The first, ac, specifies 

the closed loop pole. The greater the value of' ac the more sensitive the 

contro 11 er and the more rapid the decrease in the error. Whereas ac is 

not tuned by the tuning mechanism, the second controller constant, d, 

can be self-adjusted by the controller. The greater the magnitude of' d, 

the greater the limit cycle amplitude. The value of' d is modified 

('tuned'> so as to allow a suitable compromise between the contradictory 

demands of' identification and control. The tuning for d is: 

dt + 1 = dt + kd • < es P - I e I > •••••••• (4.5) 

where esp and kd are specified as 'tuning' constants. The tuning 

constant esp is the magnitude of' the desired 1 imit cycle amplitude. The 

value of' kd is given by: 



4.4 PROGRAM OPERATION 

when let + et-1 I <esp 

otherwise 

4.11 

•••••••• (4.6) 

The Turbo Pascal simulation pro9ram was compiled into a file called 

AERATOR.CON. In order to execute the simulation pro9ram the user types 

'aerator' followed by a carria9e return•. On execution the user is 

presented with a menu. The user may then select one of the options! 

1) enter parameters definin9 the simulation conditions: 

2) display the current values of the parameters definin9 the 

simulation conditions: 

3) chan9e one or more of the parameters definin9 the simulation 

conditions: 

4) simulate the process usin9 the current parameter values: or 

5) exit the pro9ram. 

The menu of choices above has arisen as a result of a desire to adhere 

to modern pro9rammin9 techniques of modularizin9 and structurin9 

pro9rams as much as possible. 

The modular nature of the simulation pro9ram is illustrated in Fi9 4.5. 

Each of the four modules consists of its individual separately compiled 

code. The four modules are: 

- INPUT.CHN The module used to enter the parameters definin9 the 

simulation conditions. 

- OISPLAY.CHN Displays the simulation parameters. 

- CHANGE. CHN Chan9es one or more of the simulation parameters. 

* If the user wishes to take advanta9e of the 
available, then INT10.COM and HARDCOPY.COM must 
AERATOR.COM. 

9raphics options 
be executed before 
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- PROCESS.CHN The core ot the simulation pro9ram. 

Only one ot the tour modules may be executed at a time. To pass trom one 

ot the tour modu 1 es to another, one must pass throu9h the centra 1 menu 

in AERATOR.COM. Thus, tor example, to display the values ot the current 

parameters, and then chan9e the value ot one these parameters, requires 

the tollowing sequence: 

a) call the 'display parameters' option in the main menu ot AERATOR.COM: 

b) display the variables according to the choices available in 

DISPLAY.CHN: 

c) leave DISPLAY.CHN and return to the main menu ot AERATOR.COM: 

d) choose the 'change parameters' option in AERATOR.COM: 

e) chan9e the desired parameters. 

The core ot the simulation program, PROCESS.CHN, may not be executed 

until all the parameters defining the simulation conditions have been 

entered. The simulation parameters are entered by calling INPUT.CHN. 

4.4.1 The operation of INPUT.CHN 

There are two methods for entering the simulation parameters. Either the 

entire set of variables are entered one var i ab 1 e at a ti me trom the 

keyboard, or alternately a set ot variables may be recalled trom a data 

file stored on disk. Data files may be stored to disk in CHANGE.CHN. 

The parameters that are required for the simulation tall into the 

followin9 cate9ories: 

- Process parameters 

- Controller parameters 

- Time parameters 

- Identitication parameters 

- Results output parameters 

4.4.1.1 Description ot the process parameters 

Process parameters consist of all those 

conditions under which the real process, 

operates. The process parameters are: 

parameters that 

as specitied 

detine 

by Eq 

the 

3 .1, 
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i ) Q 

Q, the wastewater flowrate entering and leaving the reactor, may be made 

to vary sinusoidally with time by specifying: 

i i > V 

- mean Q 

amplitude of Q sine wave 

- Q sine wave period 

offset in degrees from the origin (eg an offset of 90° 

converts the sine-wave into a cosine-wave). 

V is the reactor volume. The volume is assumed constant. 

i i i) CIN 

The influent dissolved oxygen concentration, C1N• is assumed constant. 

iv) Courctnttlal> 

Cour<tnttta11 is the dissolved oxygen concentration in the reactor at 

the beginning of the simulation. 

v) ex and a2 

The parameters ex and a2 define the relationship between KLa and the air 

flow rate to be used in simulation of real plant: i.e. : 

Whereas the specified value of a2 remains unchanged throughout the 

simulation, it is possible to vary ex sinusoidally with time. Thus in the 

same manner that the flowrate Q is defined in terms of a sine-wave, the 

following parameters define the exact nature of the sinusoidal variation 

in ex: 

- mean cc 

amplitude of cc sine wave 

- period of cc sine wave 

offset of sine wave in degrees. 
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Vi) OUR 

In most activated slud9e plants, the oxy9en utilisation rate varies 

approximately sinusoidally over the day and thus, as for the simulation 

parameters Q and ex, the value of OUR at each point in time is defined 

by! 

- the mean OUR 

the amplitude of the OUR sine wave 

- the wavelen9th of the OUR sine wave 

- the OUR sine wave offset in desrees. 

vii) Wastewater temperature 

The DO saturation concentration, C9
, was assumed to be solely a function 

of temperature throu9h the relation 9iven by Bratby(1987): 

c' = 
51,6 

* 9.07 •••••••• (4.7) 
31,6 + T 

where 

T = temperature in °C 

To specify a C9
, a wastewater temperature is required. Even thou9h in 

practice the wastewater temperature does not vary 9reatly with time, the 

temverature of the wastewater can be specified by the previous 1 y used 

sine-wave characteristics: viz. 

- the mean temperature 

the amplitude of the temperature sine-wave 

- the period of the temperature sine-wave 

- the temperature sine wave offset 

ix) Initial air flow rate 

If the process is uncontrolled the air flow rate remains constant at the 

initial air flow rate throu9hout the simulation. 

x) DO noise band. 

In practice any measurement value will include some measurement error. 

The measurement of the dissolved oxy9en concentration is no exception. 

The error present in all DO measurements is simulated by bein9 able to 
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specify the magnitude of the noise level. The value of the DO 

concentration made available to the controller is given by : 

Measured DO= True DO*< 1 + DO_Noise) ••••••• (4.8) 

where DO_Noise is a random number between zero and DO_band. 

xi) Q band 

Q band is a parameter identical in function and operation to DO_band, 

but instead applied to the flow rate measurement. 

xii) Process la9 

In order to render the simulations more realistic, it is possible to 

specify the magnitude of a dead time in the process. This process la9 

may be thought of as a method of accounting for a process that does not 

fully conform to the hydraulic model used, or as a method of specifying 

a dead time inherent to measurement of the DO. 

4.4.1.2 Description of the controller parameters 

The following controller parameters must be specified 

- The type of controller. The user has the choice of the following 

controllers: 

i) One of the traditional P, PI, PD, PIO controllers: 

ii) Holmberg's dual mode controller: 

iii) One of the proposed extensions to Holmberg's c~ntroller: 

iv) No controller at all, in which case the air flow rate 

remains constant at the initial air flow rate throughout 

the simulation. 

- If a controller is chosen then the DO setpoint must be specified. 

Furthermore, the controller's tuning constants must also be 

specified. Holmberg's controller requires the specification of the 

following constants: 

ac, d, esp, kd. 

The traditional PIO-type controllers require: 

K, the gain. 

Tt, the integral time constant 
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Td, the derivative time constant 

4.4.1.3 Description of time parameters 

The time parameters consist of: 

i) The Runge-l<utta time interval step used in integrating the real 

process equation, Eq 4.1. 

ii) The sampling interval used by the controller/estimator. 

The sampling interval must be greater than or equal to the Runge

l<utta time step. 

4.4.1.4 Description of the identification parameters 

The user is- required to specify whether first or zero order 

identification is used. If first order identification is used, the user 

must specify the number of points utilised in the least squares fit for 

estimating & and A (Eq 3.40 and Eq 3.41). 

4.4.1.5 Description of the output parameters 

To facilitate the analysis of the simulation runs, specific attention 

was paid to output of simulation results. The program output allows most 

variables and parameters that are calculated to be displayed. The list 

of variables that may be displayed is given in Table 4.1. 

The program is able to display the simulation results in various 

formats. The number of variables that may be output simultaneously 

varies according to which output mode is chosen. The user must choose 

between one of the following output modes: 

a) Numeric output 

b) Graphical output 

c) Numeric and disk output 

d) Graphical and disk output 

a) Numeric output 

The numeric output mode allows for eight variables to be displayed 

simultaneously on a standard text screen. The program always chooses the 

simulation time elapsed as the first of the eight variables, leaving the 
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TABLE 4.1 List of' variables that may be output either 
9raphically, numerically or to disk 

Cour, DO Measurement 

Air fl ow 

R, R 
" °', ex 

a2, a2(est) 

KL a, KL a ( est ) 

a, a 

It, h 

,:. 
y 

Temperature 

Q, Q[O) 

Control Action 

s 

True and measured DO 

air fl OW rate= control Action 

True and estimated Oxygen Ut i 1 isat ion Rate 

True and estimated 0(. See Eq 3.2 

True and estimated a2 <a2 used in Eq 3.2) 

True and estimated KL a <See Eq 3.2) 

Intermediate values used to estimate y 

Intermediate values used to estimate Y 

Pseudo sampling interval. See Eq 3.22 

Intermediate values used to calculate Y 

via the first order method. 

Estimated rate of' change in Cour 

Wastewater temperature - used to 

calculate C8 of Eq 4.2 

True and measured wastewater flow rate. 

Control action calculated from Eq 3.47 

sensitivity of y to rates of parameter 

chan9e 

user to choose the remainin9 seven from the list in Table 4.1. The 

values· of the eight variables are updated at intervals equal to the 

Runge-Kutta step size used to integrate the process model equation, 

Eq 4.1. A disadvantage with the numeric output mode lies in the fact 

that broad trends are not always clearly discernible when displayed in 

numeric form. 

b) Graphical Output 

The graphical output mode is useful for displaying the broad trends of 

the simulation. In order to take advantage of' the graphical output mode, 

the IBM Personal Computer executing the program must be equipped with 
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additional hardware in the form of a Hercules graphics card. Also, a 

procedure called INT10.COM must be executed before AERATOR.COM is run. 

The graphical output allows for any four variables found in Table 4.1 to 

be displayed simultaneously on the screen. The y-axis scales ( ie. the 

lowest and highest values envisaged ) must be individually specified for 

each of the four chosen variables. The X-axis is the simulation time, 

and its units and range must be specified. Once the simulation time 

exceeds the X-axis range, the graphical output re-commences on the left 

hand axis and simultaneously clears and over-draws the previously drawn 

lines as the simulation continues from the left to right. The X-axis 

time units must be chosen from the following: 

- minutes 

- hours 

- days 

- weeks 

The four Y-axes are always hashed and divided into ten divisions. 

However, there is no default number of divisions for the X-axis, and so 

the number 

number of 

of X-axis divisions 

X-axis divisions is 

desired must be specified. 

chosen by the program as 

No default 

the 1 arge 

differences in time-scales and units demand different numbers of 

divisions. For example, a simulation period of 24 hours would most 

suitably require 12 or 24 X-axis divisions, whereas a simulation period 

of a week would be suited to 7 axis divisions. 

It is possible to dump the contents of the graphics screen at any moment 

of the simulation to a dot matrix printer. To be able to send a copy of 

the graphic screen to the printer a file called HAROCOPY.COM must be 

executed after INT10.COM but before AERATOR.COM is executed. The 

graphics screen is dumped to the printer by depressing the 'Print 

screen' and '1' keys in succession. The user must also specify whether a 

copy of the graph is to be sent to the printer automatically each time 

the lines being drawn reach the right hand side axis.(The user need not 

depress the 'Print screen' key, but must still depress the '1' key) 
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c) and d) Disk Output 

To allow statistical analysis and numerical comparison of simulations 

runs, an option has been included in the program to allow output of the 

simulation runs to be written to disk in a text file format compatible 

with the well known Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet package. The disk output is 

always written concurrently with either numeric or graphical output. No 

limit is placed on the number of variables that may be written to disk, 

but Lotus 1-2-3 will not load files that have had 18 or more variables 

written to disk simultaneously. 

4.4.2 The operation of DISPLAY.CHN 

The entire set of variables may be displayed by choosing the 'display 

variables' option in AERATOR.COM. AERATOR.COM will then execute 

DISPLAY.CHN which displays the current values of the variables either on 

the screen or, if desired, will send a copy to the printer for permanent· 

record. 

4.4.3 The operation of CHANGE.CHN 

Once a set of variables has been loaded by executing INPUT.CHN, it is 

possible to change any of these parameters defining the existing 

simulation environment by calling the 'change parameters' option in 

AERATOR.COM. When this option is chosen, CHANGE.CHN is executed. 

CHANGE.CHN is particularly helpful when a number of simulations are 

completed one after another. In this situation most sets of simulation 

parameters differ only sli9htly from one another. CHANGE.CHN was written 

so as to speed up the setting up of new, sli9htly different conditions 

as it is far quicker to change one or two conditions of a previous 

simulation environment than to re-enter an entire set of new conditions. 

There is also an option within CHANGE.CHN to save a set of parameters to 

disk for later use in INPUT.CHN. 

4.4.4 The operation of PROCESS.CHN 

PROCESS.CHN is the core of the simulation program, and may only be 

executed once a set of parameters defining the simulation conditions has 

been entered by execut in9 INPUT .CHN. The operation of PROCESS.CHN is 

displayed in block-diagram format in Fig 4.6. Figure 4.6 shows that 
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PROCESS.CHN is first initialized before entering an infinite loop. The 

following instructions are carried out within the loop: 

i ) The time counter is incremented. 

i i ) The process response is simulated at the spec if i ed intervals. 

i i i ) If it is time to take contro 1 action then: 

a) the dissolved oxygen concentration is measured: 

b) the controller action is calculated: 

c> the air flow rate is set according to the controller 

action. 

iv) The results of the iteration are displayed. 

v) If the user hits any key then the simulation is terminated and 

program execution is returned to AERATOR.COM. 

4.5 CONFIRMATORY SIMULATION RUN 

The simulation program was checked by simulating one of the runs 

undertaken by Holmberg (1986). Conditions for the simulation were: 

i) Q/V = 0 

ii) CouT<lllitiall = 0 

iii) Mean«= 3•10- 7 /1 = 0.018 min/hr/m3 

« sine wave amplitude= 3.3•10- 1 /1 = 0.002 min/hr/m3 

« sine wave period= 10 hours <estimated) 

« sine wave offset= 90° 

iv) Mean OUR= lOmg0/1/hr 

OUR sine wave amplitude= 1 mg0/1/hr 

OUR sine wave period= 10 hours (estimated) 

OUR sine wave offset= 90° 

v) cs. The value of cs used in Holmberg's simulation is not given, and 

thus this value had to be guessed. cs is a function of temperature 

as given by Eq 4.7. Holmberg is Swedish, and thus a relatively cold 

wastewater temperature of 10°C was utilised to estimate C9
• 

vi) The process was assumed ideal i~e. no process lag, and no noise in 

the measurement of either the DO concentration or Q. 

vii) Holmberg's dual mode controller was used with the following 

parameters 

ac = 0.16666 /min= 10/hour 



esp = 0.01 mg0/1 

k~ = 0.01667 /min = 1/hour 

d = 0.01666 mg0/1.min = 1 mg0/1.hr 

viii) Setpoint = 2mg0/l 

ix) Sampling interval = 6 minutes 

x) First order identification, with 5 points used to estimate Rand 
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The results of the two simulations are displayed in Fig 4.7 and Fig 4.8. 

Figure 4.7a shows the true values of C( and R and their respective 

estimated values, as simulated by the program used in this study 

Figure 4.7b displays the C( and R values and their respective estimates, 

as simulated by Holmberg. In both simulations the estimated values of C( 

and R follow the true values of C( and R very closely. The two 

simulations have produced almost identical results. There are however, 

minor differences. It will be noticed that in Fig 4.7a, the first two 

values of " oc and " R show major oscillations, whereas in Fig 4.7b 

(Holmberg's simulation) oscillations of the same magnitude are not 

observed. This phenomena is ascribed to the fact that in Holmberg's 

simulation the values or C( and R are held constant for three hours 

before commencing the sinusoidal variation in C( and R. In the simulation 

program used in this thesis, the sinusoidal variation in C( and R is 

commenced immediately. This difference in operating conditions is 

important. It will be shown in Chapter 5 that the greater the variation 

in a parameter, the worse its estimate. It may appear as if the 

estimates of both C( and R in Fig 4.7a are consistently worse than those 

of Fig 4.7b. However, closer examination of the figures reveals that the 

apparent greater inaccuracy of Fig 4.7a is due to the greater resolution/ 

in both the X and Y axes of Fig 4.7a. 

Figures 4.8a and 4.8b display the air flow rate and DO concentration 

changes corresponding to Figures 4.7a and 4.7b, respectively. It will be 

noticed that in both this study's and in Holmberg's simulations, the DO 

is well-controlled. Moreover, the DO concentration time profiles in Fig 

4.8a and Fig 4.8b are very similar. The air flow rates also follow 

similar trends. The slight differences between the air flow rates of Fig 

4.8a and 4.8b is ascribed to the initial differences in Rand C(, as well 

as the uncertainty in the value of cs used by Holmberg. 
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The simulation run above included all the more difficult aspects of 

Holmber9's method: first order identification and the Holmber9 

controller. As the results obtained under these conditions by Holmber9 

were confirmed by this study's simulation, it would appear that the 

simulation pro9ram results may be accepted. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

EVALUATION ANO MODIFICATIONS TO HOLMBERG'S METHOD 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter evaluates Holmber9's method for simultaneous parameter 

estimation and dissolved oxy9en control. The evaluation was carried out 

entirely throu9h simulation runs usin9 the pro9ram described in Chapter 

4. The eva 1 uati on is a mu 1t i-faceted prob 1 em, as it i nvo 1 ves ana 1 yz i n9 

the eHect of a number of variables. The factors that are considered 

are, the effect of: 

(i) the rates of chan9e in OUR and~ 

(ii) identification technique 

(iii) the flow terms 

(iv) the assumed KLalFA11 relationship 

(v) inaccuracies in C9 

(vi) the controller parameters 

Once the effect of the above six factors have been considered, various 

modifications that overcome some of the shortcomin9s of Holmber9's 

method will be presented. Finally, the problem of dead-time will be 

discussed. 

5.2 EVALUATION OF HOLMBERG'$ METHOD 

The results of the simulations used to evaluate both Holmber9's method 

and the proposed extensions to the method are usually presented in 

9raphical form. As more than 50 parameters are required to define each 

simulation run, it is impossible to mention ma9nitudes of all parameters 

used for every simulation run in the text without sacrificin9 clarity. 

Therefore only the important parameters that quantify the exact 

differences between simulation runs are mentioned within the discussion. 

For purposes of completeness, Appendix C lists the entire parameter sets 

of all the simulation runs in this chapter. 
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5.2.1 The effect of the rates of change in the parameters« and OUR 

In a full-scale activated sludge system consisting of a number of zones 

in series the OUR is not constant, but decreases through the plant. Dold 

and Marais (1987) have explained the reasons for a decreasing OUR along 

an aerobic reactor train such as that considered in Fi9 4.1. The reasons 

for the "tapered" oxygen demand are two-fold : 

(i) Approximately 20 percent of the influent COD is in a readily 

biode9rable (soluble) form and is utilized rapidly on entering the 

system: this manifests itself as a high OUR at the head of the 

system. 

Cii) In lons sludge ase plants, the nitrification rate often is 

sufficiently hi9h that nitrification is completed close to the head 

of the plant. A9ain this manifests itself as a high OUR at the 

head of the system. 

In the final passes of the s~stem the OUR is principally due to 

oxidation of substrate from hydrolysis of slowly degradable COD and 

nitrification of ammonia made available by orsanism death, and thus the. 

OUR is low compared· to that in the first passes. 

In addition to the OUR bein9 hi9hest in the aerated zones closest to the 

head of the system, the lar9est OUR fluctuations are found in these 

zones <see Fi9. 5.1). Asain the fluctuations are linked to the varying 

utilization rates of' readily biodesrable influent COD and ammonia 

nitrogen that arise as a result of the cyclic COD and TKN loads on the 

plant over a 24 hour period. At the head of the reactor train daily 

variations of approximately 50 percent above and below the mean daily 

OUR can be expected. On the other hand, reactors at the end of the train 

· are subject to very small daily variations in the OUR, to the extent 

that the OUR in these final reactors may be considered constant. 

The first run simulates the type of behaviour encountered in an aeration 

reactor at the end of a p 1 ant. The OUR and « are assumed constant. In 

the simulation the OUR was the average obtained by Dold and Marais 
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Fi9 5.1 Typical variation of the oxy9en utilisation down the aeration 
train [reactor 1 = head of aeration train, reactor 5 = end of 
aeration train], from Dold and Marais (1987). 
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(1987) in the fifth and last aeration reactor of a five-in-series 

aeration train OUR= 20 mg0/1/hr. The KLa was assumed to be directly 

proportional to the air flow rate (i.e. KL a = 1X*F111R). The 

proportionality constant was obtained by fitting a straight line to 

Goto's (1986) data given in Fig 4.2 : IX= 1.2*10- 6 /1. The flow terms of 

the real process model, Eq 3.1 , were set to zero. A full list of the 

parameters used for this simulation run is provided in Appendix C and is 

labeled EXP2.0AT. 

The results of the simulation are given in Figs 5.2a and 5.2b. Figure 

5.2a shows that the estimates of IX and OUR converge very rapidly (within 

5 sampling intervals) to the true values of IX and OUR. No offset is 

observed in either estimate after the values of ex and R converge. Figure 

5.2b illustrates that the dissolved oxygen concentration, Cour, settles 

very rapidly to the setpoint of 2.0 'mg0/1. The air flow rate also 

settles down rapidly to its final value. The magnitude of the 

oscillations in air flow rate, reflected in corresponding oscillations 

in Cour, decrease from the start of the simulation until a simulation 

time of 5 hours, after which time the magnitude of the oscillations, 

termed the limit cycle amplitude, remains constant. The decrease in the 

amplitude of the oscillations indicates that the controller parameters 

have been tuned. 

The second run simulates an aeration reactor at the head of an aeration 

train. Here, the OUR is higher than at the end of the aeration train. 

Furthermore, the OUR is not constant, but is assumed to . vary 

sinusoidally over the day. The OUR used was that obtained by Dold and 

Marais (1987) in their first aeration reactor. The OUR has a mean value 

of 65 mg0/1/hr with a sinusoidal amplitude of 15 mg0/1/hr. The 

wavelength of the OUR sine wave is 24 hours. The parameter IX was set to 

vary sinusoidally by 10 percent around the value used in the previous 

run, Experiment 2. The full set of simulation parameters for this run, 

Experiment 3, are listed in Appendix C. The results of the simulation 

are given in Fig. 5.3a and 5.3b. Figure 5.3a illustrates that the 

dissolved oxygen concentration is suitably controlled. The air flow rate 

stabilizes rapidly to the required value and subsequently gradually 

decreases over the 12 hour period simulated, following the decreasing 

OUR with time. The amplitude of the dissolved oxygen concentration is 
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Fig 5.2b (Experiment 2) The airflow rate and dissolved oxygen control 
over the first 12 hours of a run in which~ and Rare constant. 
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Fig 5.3a <Experiment 3) Airflow rate and dissolved oxygen control over 
the first 12 hours of a run in which OUR and~ vary. 
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Fis 5.3b <Experiment 3) The dependence of the magnitude of the 
oscillations of R on S. 
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9reater than that of the previous run (see Fi9 5.2a.). The reason for 

this will be explained later in Section 5.2.6. Fi9ure 5.3b shows that R, 
the OUR estimate, closely follows the true value of the OUR. However, 

unlike the constant OUR case of Experiment 2 (Fi9 5.2b), R oscillates 

around the true value of the OUR. The ma9nitude of the oscillations in R 
varies with time. Thus at time = 6.0, hours, the OUR estimate 

oscillations are approximately 3 m9 0/1/hr whereas at time= 12 hours 

this oscillation has decreased to zero. 

Holmber9 was able to explain the reasons for the varyin9 ma9nitude of 

oscillations in R. He defined a variable, S, equal to the error in; due 

to parameter (i.e. ex and R ) variation. Mathematically S is expressed 

as! 

s :: 
d 

dt 
= 

dy d8 

d8 dt 
= 

= I deu < cs -y > - ~ I ••••• (5.1) 

From the development of Eq 5.1 it is apparent that S is also a measure 

of the sensitivity in Y with respect to the variations in 8 ( 8 is the 

matrix lex RIT and (f) is the matrix lu<C
5

-y) -11>. The values of Sare 

p 1 otted to9ether with the OUR estimates in Fi 9. 5. 3b. It can be seen 

that there is a direct relationship between Sand the ma9nitude in the 

oscillations of R. Thus at time= 12 hours, S ~ 0 and the correspondin9 

oscillation in R is also zero. In the previous run (Experiment 2) the 

value of e is zero at all times, as ex and Rare constant. Thus, throu9h 

Eq 5.1, 

observed. 

S is zero at a 11 ti mes and no osc i 11 at ion 
,.. ,.. 

in R or oc: are 

It should be noted that S is a function of both de and R. If ex and R vary 

in phase with one another: that is if de and Rare of the same si9n, then 

the ma9nitude of Swill be small as the terms de·u·(C 8 -y) and -A tend to 

cancel each other out. If on the other hand, ex and R vary out of phase 

with one another ( i.e. de and R of opposite si9n > then S wi 11 tend to 

be lar9e as the terms deu(C 9 -y) and -A will tend to au9ment one another. 

The next simulation run <Experiment 4) demonstrates this effect. The 

simulation conditions of this run are identical to those of the previous 
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run, Experiment 3, except that the OUR is now 90° out of phase with cc. 

The results are displayed in Fig 5.4. The S wave observed in Fis 5.4 

differs from the S wave generated by the previous run (see Fig 5.3b) in 

several respects 

(i) The values of Sare higher in Fig 5.4 than those in Fig 5.3b. The 

maximum S values are 0.0013 m90/l/min2 in Experiment 4 as opposed 

to 0.0006 mg O/l/min2 in Experiment 3. The reasons for this have 

already been outlined. The greater S values have resulted in 

greater oscillations in R. 

(ii) Although the wavelength of the two S-waves are identical, the times 

at which the zero values occur are not the same. This is a result 

of the 90° offset in the OUR variation implemented in Experiment 4. 

Note that in Experiment 4, unlike Experiment 3, zero values in S do 

not correspond to either a maximum or minimum value in either the 

OUR or cc. 

5.2.2 First order versus Zero order identification 

Holmberg (1986) has described two methods for parameter estimation. The 

first method, termed the 'zero order' method, assumes the parameters cc 

and R to be constant over each sampl ins interval. The second method, 

termed the 'first order' method, assumes these parameters to vary 

1 inearly over the sampl ins interval. In order to hi9hl i9ht the 

differences in the two methods, simulations were carried out at 

conditions in which the parameters cc and R varied: these conditions 

satisfy the first order method assumptions, but do not satisfy zero 

order method assumptions. It would be pointless attempting to highlight 

the differences between the two methods with simulation runs at constant 

OUR and cc values as at these conditions the assumptions of both the zero 

order and first order identification methods would be satisfied. 

An important parameter in either identification technique is the 

sampl ins interval. The sampl ins interval affects the validity of the 

assumptions made in each technique. For example, the zero order method 



FILE USED TO GENERATE THIS DATA e :q:,,L DAT 

0 x o = OUR x : OnrEst a = S ? = 8 a ¢ 100.0 100,0-t.-----.....a..-------'..__ ____ _,__ ____ -+0,005 .,005 

~.00 ~.00 

" 80.00 80.00 R., R 

'10.00 '10.00 

'8.00 '8.00 

S0.00 S0.00 

r.o.oo r.o.oo 

'1,llJ '1.00 

s 
20.00 ~-o.oo 

10.00 10.00 

o.o 2.0 ~.o ,.o s.o 10.0 12.0 1~.o 1'.o 1s.o 20.0 22.0 ~.o 
Ti1e CHrsJ 

Fi9 5.4 <Experiment 4) A simulation demonstratin9 how an out or phase~ 
and R 9enerate lar9er S values (compare to Fi9 5.3b). 
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assumption that the parameters are constant over the sampling interval 

is more valid at small intervals than at large sampling intervals. 

The di Herences between the zero and first order methods was 

demonstrated through a set of' 20 s i mu 1 at ion runs. In a 11 20 runs the 

parameters oc and R vary as in Experiment 3, the simulation run of an 

aeration reactor at the head of' Dold and Marais' (1987) aeration train. 

The 20 simulation runs dif'f'er from one another in only two respects : 

Ci) Identification technique. Ten simulations used the zero order 

identification technique, and ten used the first order technique. 

(ii) Sampling interval. Ten different sampling intervals are used, 

varying from one to ten minutes. Although sampling intervals of up 

to 15 minutes have been used in the DO control of activated sludge 

processes <Rundqwist, 1986), sampling intervals of this magnitude 

were not used in the comparison, as no single set of controller 

parameters could be found to give rise to stable identification and 

control for the entire 1 to 15 minute sampling interval range. 

The results of the simulations are shown in Figs 5.5 and 5.6. Figures 

5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the effect of sampling time on the precision of R 
and operation of the 00 controller, respectively. The points generated 

in both graphs are the average values at every sampling point generated 

over a full 24 hour simulation period. 

Figure 5. 5 i 11 ustrates that, for both zero and 

identification techniques, increasing the sampling 

first 

interval 

order 

w i 11 

decrease the accuracy of the R estimates. This is to be expected 

because, as the sampling interval increases, less information is 

obtained f'rom the process as measurements are being made 1 ess often. 

Perhaps what is more suprising is the similarity between the errors in R 
for the first and zero order methods. The zero order method has obtained 

almost identical results to the first order case at all the sampling 

intervals examined. In fact it is impossible to distinguish between the 

accuracies of' the two methods from Fig S.S. Careful scrutinity of the 

values used to plot Fig 5.5 (Appendix D, Table E.1) reveals that the 

first order method generates slightly better estimates of' R. The 
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Fig 5.5 <Experiments 5) The effect of the sampling interval on the 
accuracy of R estimates for a set of runs using first order and 
zero order identification. 
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Fig 5.6 (Experiments 5) The effect of the sampling interval on the 
operation of the DO Controller for a set of runs using first 
order and zero order identification. 
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difference between the estimates of the first and zero order method 

increases with increasing sampl ins interval. However these differences 

are extremely small, such that at a sampling interval of 10 minutes the 

difference between the estimates of the two methods is only .0.01 

percent. To understand this phenomenon consider the 10 minute sampl ins 

interval run. The average rate of change in R is approximately: 

~~(max. value of R - min. value of R )/12 hours 

= (80-50)/12 mg0/l/hr2 

= 0.04 Cmg0/1/hr)/min 

= 0.427 Cmg0/1/hr)/ten minute sampling interval 

The average OUR in the above runs was 65 mg0/1/hr and thus the average 

change in OUR over the samplinS interval is approximately: 

Percent change in OUR over 10-min. interval =0.427/65*100 X 

= 0.64X 

The fact that the OUR changes only by, on average, 0.64X per 10-minute 

sampling interval means that the zero order assumption that the 

parameters are constant over the sampling interval is acceptable even 

when a samp 1 ins i nterva 1 as 1 ons as 10 mi nut es is used. For sma 11 er 

sampling intervals, the OUR changes by smaller percentages per sampling 

interval and thus the zero order assumption even more acceptable. This 

accounts for the apparently identical operation of the two methods. It 

should-be noted that these simulations were carried out at conditions of 

rapidly varying parameters: conditions that would accentuate the 

differences between the operation of the first and zero order methods. 

If these simulations were carried at conditions found at the end of the 

aeration train, that is at almost constant OUR, the differences between 

the first and zero order methods would be even smaller. This finding 

clearly questions Holmber9 1 s (1986) claim that the first order method 

yields "greatly improved estimates" over the first order method. 

Figure 5.6 displays the effect of the sampling interval on the operation 

of the DO contro 11 er for the set of 20 runs. Two cone 1 us ions can be 

drawn from Fis 5.6: 
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( i) As the samp 1 i ng i nterva 1 increases I so the mean deviation in DO 

concentration from the setpoint increases. 

(ii) The operation of the controllers that make use of first order and 

zero order parameter estimates are indistinguishable from each 

other. This is due to the fact that the two identification 

techniques generate, as discussed previously, almost identical 

parameter estimates. 

5.2.3 The effect of the flow term on identificati6n and control 

In Hol mber9 1 s method it is proposed that the fl ow term in the DO mass 

balance (Eq 3.1) usually is very small. For this reason the term was 

excluded in the parameter estimator model. In all of Holmberg's (1986) 

simulations, and in all the simulations discussed so far in this 

chapter, the flow term was also excluded in siaulatin9 the response of 

the real process. Therefore, any problem arisin9 from the assumption 

that the flow term is negligible would not be apparent. To test the 

validity of this assumption, Experiment 3 is now repeated, but with the 

flow term included in the real process model. The flow term is : 

Flow terms = 
Q·(Cu -CouT) 

V 

The values of Q and V used were values obtained from Dold and Marais 

(1987>. An incoming dissolved oxygen concentration of 0.1 mg 0/1 was 

assumed. See EXP6.DAT in Appendix C for a ful 1 1 ist of al 1 the 

parameters used in this run. 

The results of the run, displayed in Fig 5.7, show that an offset in the 

OUR estimate results when the Q/V term is included in simulation of the 

real process (see Fig 5.3b). The offset, however, under normal operation 

is only of the order of 1 or 2 mg 0/1/h. 

To quantify the offset, consider the DO mass balance equation: 

dCouT 

dt 

Q 
= -· < Ct N - Ca u T ) + KL a· ( C8 

- Co u r ) - R 
V 

•••••••. (4.1) 

If the process flow terms Q/V· CCIN - Cour) are ignored by the 

identifier, Eq 4.1 can be rewritten as 
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FILE USED TO GENERATE THIS DATA e;.;r-,6. DAT 

0 X i) = OUR X = OurEst a = s ., - s a ,) 
\/ -l(MrOO.O 0,005 .,0Cr5 

o.oc.s o.oc.s ~.00 ·~.00 

81),1)) ~).~) 0.((4 o.ocv. 

'10.00 '10,00 o.ooi. ,ll!.I, 

w.oo e.o.oo 0,(!}3 ,(,03 

!;11.00 !;11.00 0.003 .003 

li0.00 t.,),00 O,t))2 0.002 

'1,00 Jl,00 0.002 0,002 

20.00 20,(1) 0,001 .• 001 
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10.00 10.00 l),(R)I) M."IJ 

u:.-i 0.0C(i o.i))lj ,((1) 
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Ti1e (Hrs) 

Fig 5.7 <Experiment 6) Effect of flow terms on the simulation of the OUR 
(Compare to Fig 5.3b). 



Nhere: 

dCou T 
= KL a· (C 5 - Cour) - R' 

dt 

Q 
R' = R - -· (CIN - Cour> 

V 

5 .15 

•••••••• (5.2) 

•••••••• (5.3) 

The offset in the R estimate would therefore equal Q/V· (CIN - Cour ). As 

CouT > CIN, the term is negative, thus making R' > R. Therefore the R . 
estimate should be greater than the true R by Q/V· <C1N - Cour). This is 

confirmed in Fig 5. 7 which shows that ~he estimated R is greater than 

the true R, and that the offset is! 

Offset due to flow terms= 

= 

Q/V (CIN - CouT) 

200*106 1 / day 
<0.1 -2.0) 

= -25.3 mg/1/day 

= -1.1 mg 0/1/hr 

5.2.4 The effect of the assumed KLalFA1R relationship 

In all of Holmberg's simulations, and in all the simulations discussed 

so far in this chapter, it has been assumed that the oxygen transfer 

coefficient, KLa, in the real process is directly proportional to the 

air flow rate i.e. 

• •••••• (5.4) 

This corresponds to the simplification in the estimator model. However 

it is likely, especially at hi9h FuR• that the KLa/FuR relation is 

more accurately described by: 

KL a : IX' F & i r + a2 .• ~ ••••. (5.5) 

This is clear from Fi'3 4.2 which illustrates the KLa/FuR curve fits 

obtained by Goto (1985). 
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Experiment 7 was run to test the parameter identification and DO control 

at conditions in which the process KLalFA1R was of the form of EQ 5.5 as 

opposed to the earlier runs when the true process KL a was directly 

proportional to the airflow rate as in EQ 5.4. 

Values of« and a2 were obtained from Goto (1985). All other conditions 

were identical to those of Experiment 3 (Fi9 5.3>. Fi9ure 5.8a shows 

that the controller is still able to provide satisfactory DO control. 

Fi9ure 5.8b shows the true and estimated values of the parameters Rand 

•· The estimated R exhibits a wide offset from the true R value. The 

estimated• values also exhibits an offset, but which is small. 

In the DO mass balance equation! 

dCour = KL a· ( C9 - Co u r ) - R 
dt 

•••••••• (5.6) 

dCour 
= • · u · ( C9 

- Co u r ) + 82 · ( C 9 
- Co UT ) - R 

dt 
•••• (5.7) 

= «· u • ( cs - Co u r ) - R' 

111there 

R' = R - a2· <C 9 
- Cour> 

The identifier model equation is 

dCour 
= «· u · ( cs - Co UT ) - R 

dt 
••••• c, •• (5.8) 

Thus, an offset between the true and estimated R values would be 

anticipated: 

Offset in R = a2· <Cs - Cour> 

Checkin9 this hypothesis with the values 9enerated in Experiment 7 

9ives: 

Offset in R = I a2 (C 8 
- Cour >I 
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0 
x o = Cout x = Cout o = fllrFlow o = fllrFlow 
~1~·~~~~~0 0 

t.~ t.. :

1
r: 

Z,IOO+l,IOO C ,. 111»1 
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Fig 5.8a (Experiment 7) The DO and airflow rate values for a run in 

which the real process KLalFA1R relationship is of the form 
KLa = ~·FAIR + a2. 
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Fi9 5.8b <Experiment 7) The true and estimated Rand~ parameter values 
for a run in which the real process KLalFA1R relationship is of 
the form KLa = ~·FA1R + ~2. 
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= 0.02256(11.25 - 2.0} 

= 0.208 m9 0/1/min 

= 12.5 m9 0/1/hr 

5.18 

The calculated R offset of 12.5 m9 0/1/hr is very close to the observed 

R offset of approximately 14 m9 0/1/hr. It should be noted, however, 

that this explanation does not account for the small offset in ex. 

5.2.5 The effect of inaccuracies in cs 

It has been mentioned in Chapter 4 that cs is a function of pressure and 

temperature. As cs is a function of pressure its value chan9es with 

depth in an aerator. A ran9e of cs values thus exist between the surface 

of the aerator liquid and the base of the aerator. These variations may 

be compounded by differences in temperature. 

Whatever the true avera9e value of cs, the question was raised as to the 

effect of an incorrectly assumed avera9e cs. Experiment 8 was completed 

by usin9 the same conditions as Experiment 3 (Fi9 5.3}, expect that 1 m9 

0/1 was added to the true cs value used by the estimator/controller. The 

results of the simulations are displayed in Fi9s 5.9a and 5.9b. Fi9ure 

5.9b illustrates the effect of the incorrectly assumed avera9e cs values 

on the parameters estimates. It can be concluded from Fi9 5.9b that an 

incorrect 1 y assumed Cs wi 11 create an offset in both ex and R. For a 

discrepancy of 1 m9 0/1/in cs, ex values contain offsets of up to SOX 

whereas the R estimates are very small, in the order of less than 1 m9 

0/1/hr. 

In explainin9 the offset in Ras before, consider 

where 

dC 
KL a· <<cs = + 

dt 
x} - Cour} 

= KL a· < cs - Cou r) -
= KL a· C cs - Cour) -

x = inaccuracy in cs estimates 

R' = R -KL a· x 

= R - oc·u·x 

R + 

R' 

- R 

KL a· x 

........ (5.9} 
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Fi9 5.9a (Experiment 8) Dissolved oxy9en and airflow rate profiles of 
runs in which a C8 offset of 1 m9 0/1 was utilised by 
controller/estimator. 
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Fi9 5.9b <Experiment 8) The true and estimated Rand« parameter values 
for a run in which a C9 offset of 1 m9 0/1 was utilised by 
controller/estimator. 
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The offset in R is «·u·x. Substituting values for Experiment 8 9ives 

offset in R:::: l«·u·xl 

= 1.2*10- 6 *100000*1 

= 0.12 mg 0/1/hr 

5.20 

which is approximately what is observed in Fig 5.9b. Again as in the 

flow terms section and KLa/FuR section no similar explanation for the 

offset in~ can be proposed. 

5.2.6 The effect of controller parameters on parameter identification 

and contro 1 

A case study was used to illustrate the effect of the controller 

parameters on identification and DO control. The case study was carried 

out at conditions similar to Experiment 3: that is, a high and 

fluctuatin9 OUR, no flow terms and a proportional relationship between« 

and FAIR· The results of this case study, Experiment 9, are 9iven in Fi9 

5.10 which displays the values of the following four variables 

Ci) d - the tuned controller constant 

Cii) S - the error in~ due to« and R variation. 

( i i ) Co UT 

(iv} R - the estimated value of R. 

At the start of the simulation the oscillations in Cour are lar9e as a 

result of the lar9e initial value of the d controller parameter <see 

Eq 3.47>. Concomitant with the lar9e variations in in Cout are very 

small oscillations in the estimated R values. The magnitude of 

oscillations in R vary in phase with the magnitude of S (as discussed in 

Section 5.2.1). However at low values of S, such as at t = 11 to 12 

hours, conditions are reached in which the conditions for tunin9 d are 

satisfied, and thus the value of d is decreased accordingly. The 

decreased d value causes smaller oscillations in the Cour values and 

larger oscillations in R. Thus at t = 13 hours Cout oscillates between 

1.85 and 2.1 mg0/1, whereas before the tuning of d, Cour oscillates 

between 1.8 and 2.15 mg0/1. The oscillations in R increase with the 
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Fig 5.10 <Experiment 9) Results of the case study showing the 
interaction between the tuned controller constant and the 
Ci) estimates of R, R 
Cii) control of the DO. 
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decreasing oscillations in Cour. This dependence of the R and Cour 

oscillations on the d controller parameter value clearly demonstrates 

the contradictory demands of the identifier and the controller. 

The d contro 11 er parameter is tuned whenever the S va 1 ue is 1 ow. The d 

controller parameter thus decreases with time, resulting in smaller and 

smaller oscillations in Cour and larger and larger oscillations in R. 
Eventual 1 y at t = 45 hours the osc i 11 at ions in Co UT have decreased to 

such an extent that the estimator becomes unstable, resulting in wild 

oscillations in R. The controller is formulated in such a manner that it 

is unable to increase the d-parameter to counter these wi 1 d 

oscillations. The abating of the oscillations at t=46 tot= 48 hours is 

due to the low value of S at that time, and therefore as soon as the 

value of S increases the wild oscillations will re-commence. The tuning 

ability of the self tuning controller is thus limited, as the tuner only 

tunes one of four controller constants, and as illustrated above, only 

does so with limited success. 

5.3 MODIFICATIONS TO HOLMBERG'$ METHOD 

Certain shortcomings have been identified in the estimator as proposed 

by Holmberg. In this section extensions to Holmberg's method are 

proposed to overcome some of these problems. 

5.3.1 Accounting for flow terms 

Experiment 6 in Section 5.2.3 demonstrated that Holmberg's method was 

unable to account for the flow terms, and thus an offset in the 

estimation of R occurred. In order to account for the flow terms, 

extensions to the theory are required. Also, knowledge of the flow rate, 

Q, a reactor volume, V, will be required. 

Consider the controller model of the process to be 

dCouT 
dt 

Q 
= -· (CIN-y) + cc· u(C 8 -y) - R 

V 
•••••••• (5.10) 



where y = Cou r (process output) 

u = FA l R (process input) 

Putting a = -cc·u - Q/V ....... .. (5.11) 

and '\/ = cc. u. C8 - R + Q/V*C1N ..... .... (5.12) 

transforms the nonlinear equation to the linear equation: 

dy 

dt = a: Y + " ......... (3.9) 

5.23 

Equations 5.11 and 5.12 differ from Holmberg's method in only one 

aspect: the final flow term is not included in Eqs 3.7 and 3.8. 

As before it is possible to re-write Eq 5.10 in matrix format 

........ (5.13) 

where as before 

[ u· CC 8 - y)] 
IP = •••••••• (3.24) 

-1 

and 

8 = [ : l •••••••• C 3. 25 > 

but 

K = [ Q/V* < CIN -Co u r ) ] ••••..•• (5.14) 

Equation 5.13 differs from that used by Holmberg by the last K - matrix 

term (see Eq 3.23). 



The controller response can also be modified to account for the flow 

terms. The controller response becomes : 

u = 
R -Q/V· ( CIN -y) + Sc • e + d. sign ( e) 

~- ( cs - y) 
•••••••• (5.15) 

Compare this form of the controller response to Eq 3.47. 

The theory behind the inclusion of the flow terms is implemented by 

making the following changes to Holmberg's method: 

Changes to zero order method 

estimate a through Eq 5.11 instead of Eq 3.7 

estimate Y through 

y(kh+h) - y(kh) 
h. + Q/V.<C1N - y(kh)) ••••• (5.16) 

instead of Eq 3.21. 

Changes to first order method 

estimate a through Eq 5.11 instead of Eq 3.7 

estimate Q = (QCOJ-QC1l)/h 

estimate a through 

a= -«·u - Q/V 

instead of through Eq 3.8. 

estimate v through 

V = ti· u· cs - A + Q/V 

instead of through Eq 3.39 

estimate y through 

~ ~ 

•••••••• (5.17) 

••••••.• (5.18) 

5.24 

y(kh+h) - y(kh) - (a·I1·y(kh) + v·Iz) 
; ( kh) = 

h. + Q/V· CCIN-Cour) 

instead of through Eq 3.35. 
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The experiment that brought the effect of the flow terms on parameter 

estimation to the fore, Experiment 6, is now re-run using the new 

identification method. Figure 5.11 clearly shows that the offset in R, 

clearly apparent in Fig 5.7, had been eliminated through the use of this 

extended method. 

5.3.2 Accounting for the assumed KLalFA1R relationship 

Experiment 7 in Section 5.2.4 demonstrated that if the real process 

KLalFA1a relation was of the form 

•••••••• (5.5) 

with a2 non-zero, while the parameter estimator assumed a2=0, then large 

offsets in R occurred. In order to account for these offsets, extensions 

to the theory are required. The theoretical extensions proposed in this 

section will not include, for reasons of clarity, the flow term 

extensions proposed in Section 5.3.1, although the two extensions are 

readily combined (and have been in the simulation program). Consider the 

controller model of the process to be 

dCour 
(cc· u+a2 )· (C8 -y) - R = 

dt 
•.••.••• (5.19) 

where y = Cour (process output) 

u = FAIR (process input) 

Putt ins a = -cc· u - a2 ••••••••• < 5. 20 > 

and v = cc • u • cs - R + a2 . cs .•.•..•.. (5.21 > 

transforms the nonlinear equation to the linear equation: 

dy 

dt 
=a·y+v •••.••••• (3.9) 

Equations 5.20 and 5.21 differ from Holmberg's method in only one 

aspect: the final term containing the a2 variable is not included in Eqs 

3.7 and 3.8. 



FILE USED TO GENERATE THIS DATA e :-: P l O • DAT 

0 x o = OUR · x = OurEst a = dst v = al a ~ 
100,0 IOO,O-t----------------_.------1-0,000 ,000 

,0,00 30,00 

10,00 10,00 

G0.00 G0.00 

Sll.00 Sll.00 

i.o.oo i.o.oo 

)0,00 )0,00 

20,00 20,00 

10.00 10.00 " a:, a: 

0,1))) 0,1))) 0.1))) .000 

UM Y ~MU U U U U ~ ~ U. 
Ti1e CHrs) 

Fig 5.11 <Experiment 10) Experiment demonstrating how the parameter 
estimate offset caused by the flow terms can be eliminated 
using the proposed modified identifier. Compare this figure to 
Fig 5.7. 
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As before it is possible to re-write Eq 5.10 in matrix format 

where the ~r and 8 matrices now have an extra term 

~ = 

and 

u· < cs - y) 

-1 

cs - y 

0( 

8 = R 

82 

The controller response is also modified to 

R +a2· (C 9 -y)+ ac.e + d.wave_function u = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
~ • (cs - y) 

•••••••• < 5. 22) 

•••••••• < 5. 23 > 

•••••••• (5.24) 

•••••••• < 5. 25 > 

so as to account for the extra a2 parameter and ensure the closed loop 

system is of the form 

dy 

dt 
= 

-de 

dt 
= e + wave function •••••••• C 5. 26 > 
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The deadbeat estimator solves for the parameters by solving a set linear 

of linear algebraic equations. In order to ensure a solution to the set 

of equations, that is, in order to ensure that a non-singular solution 

to Ure set of equations was available, Holmberg introduced the sign<e> 

function that ensured that the airflow u oscillated and changed at every 

sampling interval. However, now that there are three process parameters 

to identify, Crx, R and a2), the sign(e) wave-function term must be 
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modified so that the air flow rate is different at three successive 

sampling instants. The new wave -function term used is 

-1 for first sampling interval 

-1/3 for second samp 1 i ng interval 
wave function = 

-1 for third samplin9 interval 

1/3 for fourth sampling interval 

Fi9ure 5.12 illustrates the closed loop behaviour in which the new wave 

function is utilised. This can be compared to Fig 3.3 which 9ives the 

closed loop response, under identical conditions, using Holmberg's 

si9n(e) wave function term. 

The followin9 changes to the implementation of Holmberg's zero and first 

order methods are required: 

Changes to zero order method 

estimate a through Eq 5.20 instead of Eq 3.7 

the~ matrix contains an extra row. Update~ through Eq 5.23 

instead of Eq 3.24. 

The estimation of the parameters is now 

•••••••• < 5. 27 > 

instead of Eq 3.27. 

Chan9es to first order method 

estimate a as well as Rand & in the same way that Rand & are 

estimated in previous methods. 

estimate a from Eq 5.20 instead of Eq 3.7 



9 

8 

7 

8 

3 

2 

1 

-de/dt-e+wave function 

2.00 4.00 

TTme 

Fi9 5.12 The errect ot the new wave runction term on the closed loop 
behaviour. 
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estimate a from 

cl: -«·u - a.2 

instead of throu9h Eq 3.8. 

estimate v throu9h 

v = 1X"u·C8 - ~ + a2·C 8 

instead of throu9h Eq 3.39 

estimation of the parameters is throu9h 

[::] : ~~: i~ Jhl 
+ cj3 . 83 .3h 

instead of throu9h Eq 3.42 

5.30 

...•..•. (5.28) 

•••••••• C 5. 29 > 

•••••••• C 5. 30 > 

The experiment that brou9ht the effect of the an incorrect 1 y assumed 

KLalFA1R relationship to the fore, Experiment 7, is now re-run usin'3 the 

new adopted identification method. Fi9ure 5.13 clearly shows that the 

offset in R, clearly apparent in Fi'3 5.8, has been eliminated throu9h 

the use of this extended method that takes the modified KLalFA1R 

relationship into account. Althou9h the offset has been eliminated 

throu9h this method, the amplitude of the oscillations in the parameter 

estimates has increased. Furthermore the method initially 9enerates 

unstable estimates of OUR and a2. It should be remembered however that 

the controller parameters used in the simulation of Experiment 11 are 

not ideal, as they were merely chosen to be identical to those of 

Experiment 7 so as to provide a meanin9ful comparison with Experiment 7. 

Performance can be improved by adjustin'3 controller parameters. 

5.4 THE PROBLEM OF DEAD-TIME 

Systems such as the activated sludge process that involve the 

transportation of fluids often exhibit control problems due tothe dead

time inherently associated with these processes. To analyze the effect 
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Fig 5.13 <Experiment 11) Experiment demonstrating how the parameter 
estimate offset caused by an incorrectly assumed proportional 
KLalFA1R relationship can be eliminated by changing the assumed 
KLalFAtR relationship. 
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of dead-time on parameter identification, a series of runs were 

completed at different samplin'3 intervals, each with differin'3 amounts 

of dead-time. The process conditions of Experiment 3 were used for all 

the runs. A parameter set of one of the runs is listed in Appendix C as 

EXP12.0AT. The results of the runs are displayed in Fi'3 5.14. 

Fi'3ure 5.14 shows that the offset from the true R mean value of 

65m'30/l/hr is dependent on both the dead-time and the samplin'3 interval 

used. The first trend apparent from the '3raph is that for a '3iven 

samplin'3 interval, the greater the dead-time, the '3reater the offset in 

the estimate of R. The second trend is that the greater the sampling 

interval, the less the offset for a given dead-time. 

40 

35 

<> - 6 Min. sampling interval 

30 
+ =3 Min. sampling interval 

25 
D ==1 Min. 

20 

15 

10 A = 10 Min sampling interval 

5 

0 
0 1 2 3 

Process Dead-Time (minutes) 

Fi'3 5.14 A sample run illustratin'3 the effect of deadtime on the R 
estimates at various sampl in'3 intervals. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this investigation was to evaluate Holmberg's method 

for simultaneous dissolved oxygen control and parameter estimation. The 

method adopted for evaluating the system was through simulations of 

controlled process behaviour. The following conclusions may be drawn 

from the results : 

Ci) The simulation program was shown to predict the results presented 

by Holmberg (1986) very closely. 

(ii) Simulations were conducted in which the 0t and OUR parameters of 

the real process were held constant. These conditions are 

encountered at the end of an aeration train. Results indicated 

that under such conditions Holmbers's estimator converged rapidly 

and without offset to the true parameter «alues. The dissolved 

oxygen (00) control was also effective. 

(iii) Simulations were conducte4 in which the• and OUR parameters of 

the real process were assumed to vary in a sinusoidal fashion: 

the amplitude of the OUR fluctuation was similar to that 

encountered in practice at the head of an aeration train. Under 

these circumstances the parameter estimates conversed rapidly to 

the true values but the estimates now oscillated about the true 

values. The magnitude of the estimate oscillations were shown to 

be dependent on a parameter, S, that Holmberg had defined. The DO 

control was effective. 

(iv) Holmberg (1986) proposed two methods for parameter estimation. 

The first method, termed the "zero order" method assumes the oc 

and OUR parameters to be constant over each sampl ins interval. 

The second method, termed the "first order" method assumes the• 

and OUR parameters to vary 1 inearly over the sampling interval. 

Simulations in which the sampl ins interval ranged from 1 to 10 
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minutes demonstrated that the two methods yield virtually 

indistinguishable parameter estimates and DO control. This is at 

variance with Holmberg's observation that the first order method 

yields "greatly improved" estimates. 

Cv) Holmber9's estimator assumes the flow terms of the real process 

DO mass balance to be negligible. If the flow terms are included 

in simulation of the real process, but excluded from the 

estimator model, offsets occur in the values of the parameter 

estimates. Nevertheless, the dissolved oxygen control is 

effective. 

(vi) In Holmberg's simulations it was assumed that in the real 

process, the oxygen transfer coefficient, KLa, is directly 

proportional to the air flow rate and that the relation passes 

throush the ori9in. However, Goto (1985) found that a linear 

relationship, but not passing through the origin, best described 

the KLalair flow rate relationship. If the real process KLalair 

flow rate relationship was modelled in the form proposed by Goto 

(1985), Holmberg's estimator was shown to yield large offsets in 

the estimated values of the parameters, especially the OUR. DO 

control was still satisfactory. 

(vii) An incorrect saturation dissolved oxygen concentration, C8
, was 

shown to cause offsets in the estimates of the OUR and cc. The 

offset in the OUR estimates was small whereas the offset in the cc 

estimate was large. 

(viii) Holmberg's observation that the objectives of the DO controller 

and the parameter estimator are contradictory was shown to be 

correct. At given conditions, improving the DO control resulted 

in worse parameter estimates. Similarly, improving the parameter 

estimates resulted in worse 00 control. 
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< ix) An extension to Holmberg' s method was proposed to overcome the 

small parameter estimate offsets resulting from excluding the 

flow terms in the estimator model of the real process. 

(x) A further extension to Holmberg's method was proposed to overcome 

the significant offsets (particularly in OUR> resulting from an 

incorrectly assumed KL a/FAIR relationship. This proposed 

extension was shown to eliminate the offsets in the parameter 

estimates. 

(xi) The effect of dead-time on parameter esimation was investigated. 

It was found that: 

for a given dead-time, the greater the sampling interval, the 

smaller the parameter estimate offsets. 

- for a given sampling interval, the greater the dead-time, the 

greater the parameter estimate offsets. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATIONS RELEVENT TO CHAPTER 3 

Appendix A lists a set of derivations relevent to the development of 

Chapter 3. The derivations presented in this appendix are tabulated in 

TABLE A.1 below. 

TABLE A.1 
Derivations presented in Appendix A 

DERIVATION SECTION-

Eq 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 Part 1 

Eq 3.29 and Eq 3.31 Part 2 

Eq 3.35 and Eq 3.36 Part 3 

Eq 3.39 and Eq 3.40 Part 4 



Part 1 Derivation of Eq 3.10, Eq 3.11 and Eq 3.12 

A seneral first order equation is of the form: 

dy 
: a•y + V 

dt 

This is a linear differential equation of the form 

where 

X : t 

P = -a 

Q = V 

dy 
+Py= Q 

dx 

••••••••• (3.9) 

A.2 

All 1 inear equations of the above form are termed exact differential 

equations and can be solved by the use of intesratin9 factors. The 

intesratin9 factor is defined as : 

Oefinins 

puts 

I.F. = exptJ P dxl 

= exp[J~a(kh + s)dsl 

I - !(h) - exp[Ji<kh + s)dsl 

I.F = 1/f (h) 

= 1/f 

•••••••• (3.11) 

Thus multiplying both sides of Eq 3.9 by the integrating factor gives 

d[y/f] 
= v/f 

dt 

=> Jicy(kh+s)/f(s)] = J:[v(kh+t)/f(t)] dt 



=> yCkh+h)/2Ch) y(kh)/2(0) = J:[vCkh+t>/2Ct)l dt 

=> y( kh+h) = 2Ch)*y(kh)/2CO> + 2<h>*J:[vCkh+t)/2Ct)l dt 

=> y( kh+h) = 2Ch)*y(kh)/l + J:[!Ch-ll•v(kh+t)J dl 

Putting h-t = s 

gives! -dt = ds 

and the new limits of integration become 

=> 

=> 

Which 

where 

when t=O, s=h 

t=h, s=O 

y(kh+h) = 2Ch)*y(kh) 

y( kh+h) = 2<h)*y(kh) 

is of the form 

y( kh+h) = 2·y(kh) 

J:[2Cs)*v(kh+h-s)J 

+ J:[2(s)*v(kh+h-s)] 

+ r 

2 - 2(h) = exp[ Ji<kh + s)ds] 

r - r<h> - J:i(s)·v(kh+h-slds 

ds 

ds 

•••••••• (3.10) 

•••••••• (3.11) 

•••..••• (3.12) 
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Part 2 Derivation of Eq 3.29 and Eq 3.31 

Derivation of Eq 3.29 

It is convenient to define 

h • = J: ! < s > de 

where 

I - !<hl • exocJi<kh + sldsl 

and for first order extrapolation : 

a(k~ + t) =a+ a·t where 

Thus Eq 3.11 becomes 

I• !(hl - exp[J:<• + as) de l 

= exp[Cah + ah2 )l 

2 

= exp[ah]·exp[ah2 l 

2 

Subatitutin9 Eq A.1 into Eq 3.13 9ives 

Inte9ratin9 by parts 9ives : 

•••••••• (3.13) 

•••••••• (3.11) 

a= a(kh) & a= a(kh) 

••••••• CA.1) 

. . Jh . 
h• = Cexp[ah]·exp[ah2 /2J)/a -1/a + a/a ~*exp[as]*exp[as2 /2J ds 

A.4 



And making use of EQ A.1 gives: 

h• = Va -1/a 

Which on rearranging gives 

§ = •••••••• < 3. 29 > 

Derivation of EQ 3.31 

We have 

r ~ rCh) - J:ICS)·vCkh+h-S)dS 

and puttin9 s = h-S 

9ives! -ds = dS 

and the new limits of inte9ration become 

ie. 

when S=O, s=h 

S=h, s=O 

r = -J:!Ch-s)·v(kh+s)ds 

r = J:!Ch-s)·v(kh+s)ds 

and for first order extrapolation 

v(kh + t) : V + ~·t where 

•••••••• (3.12) 

V: v(kh) & ~: ~(kh) 

A.5 
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r = J:!Ch-s>•Cv(kh)+ s•v<kh)Jds 

r = h*.v + • Jh V 

0
s.§(h-s)ds ........ (3.31) 



Part 3 Derivation of Eq 3.35 and Eq 3.36 

The Runge-Kutta fourth order method is used to integrate 

The Runge-Kutta 

used as follows 

For 

I 

calculate 

The integral is 

method is desribed 

= r:f(xl dx 

Kt = h. f CO> 

K2 = h.f(h/2) 

K3 = h.f(h/2) 

K4 = h.f(h) 

then given by 

•••••••• < 3. 30 > 

in Gerald and Wheatley[1984J and is 

I :::: 1/6 ( Kt + 2K2 + 2K3 + K4 > •••••• (A.2> 

Putting f(x) = s· t ( s) gives: 

Kt = h·O· t<O> = 0 

K2 = h"h/2· l(h/2) = h2/2·t(h/2) 

K3 = h"h/2· i(h/2) = h2/2· l(h/2) 

K4 = h"h"t(h) = h2 • ! ( h) 

Substitution of Kt ,K2,K3 and K4 into Eq A.2 gives 

I:::: 1/6 < 0 + h2/2· tCh/2) + h2/2· §(h/2) + h2
• t<h> > 

= h2 /6·(2f(h/2) + l(h)) ........ (3.35) 

Similarly for 

I, = J: s· !<h-slds •••••••• < 3. 32 > 
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Putt i n9 t ( x) :: s· 2 ( h-s) 9 i ves: 

Kt =h·0·2<h-O> =O 

K2 :: h"h/2· 2(h-h/2):: h2 /2· 2(h/2) 

KJ :: h"h/2· t<h-h/2):: h2 /2· t<h/2) 

K4 :: h · h · t ( h-h) :: h2 
• t <O > 

and again substitution of Kt ,K2,KJ and K4 into Eq A.2 9ives 

I:::: 1/6 < 0 + 2"h2 /2·t<hl2> + 2"h2 /2"f(h/2) + h2 > 

:: h2 /6· <2t<hl2> + t<O» •••••••• <3.36) 

A.8 
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Part 4 Derivation of Eq 3.39 and Eq 3.40 

Consider Fig A.1 below representing a hypothetical change of ex with 

time. 

A 
I 
p -
b 0.k 

a 

e 
s 
t 
i 

CL3 m 
a 
t 
e 
s Q.2 

-a.1 
a, 

-kb -3b -2b -b 0 

Time 

Figure A.1 Illustration of how ex is estimated 

At each samplin9 interval <-kh, ••• ,-3h,-2h,-h, ••• ) estimates of oc are 

•ade <cxt, ••• ,cx3,cx2,cx1 ••• >. It is possible to estimate ex at time=O by 

linear regression on the equation 

" " + &· kh <Xk = <X ••••••••••••• <A.3) 

Define " + &· kh " et = <X - <Xk 

n 

and put s = I: ei. 2 
k•t 
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S is to be minimised by choosin9 suitable a and cic, This is done by 

takin9 partial derivatives of S with respect to a and & 

&S 
~ = i: 2ek -~ 

1c • 1 &oc = 0 

n 

=> IC " + &· kh " )*1 0 0( - OCk = 
k•l 

n II n 

=> 
.,.. 

I 1 + &.I· kh Iak 0( = •••••••• <A.4> 
le. l k•l le. l 

Also 

&S 
&& = r 2e1c · &~k 

k•l &cic = 0 

n 

=> IC " + &· kh " )*kh 0 0( - <Xie = 
le• l 

" " n 

=> " I kh &.I· (kh) 2 I< kh > ·a1c 0( + = ."' ••••••• <A. 5-> 
k•l k•l le. l 

Usin9 Kramer's rule to solve the pair of simultaneous equations in Eq 

A.4 and Eq A.5 for & sives: 

II 

I " n OCk 
le. l 

II II 

I lch IC kh > *a1e 
le. l le• l 

'I' = 0( 

n 

n I kh 
le• l 

n n 

I kh ICkh> 2 

k•l le. l 

ie. 
n n n 

I c 1ch >.a1e I < kh > · I " n. - OCk 
'I' 
0( = k. l k•l k • 1 •••••••• C3.39) 

n n 
n. I C kh )2 - C I Ckh)) 2 

le• 1 k • 1 



A.11 

Similarly by putting 

R1r = R + t\· kh 

It is possible to show that 

ft ft ft 

I <kh>.R1r - I < kh >·I "' n· R1t 
t\ = le. t le. t k. t •••••••• (3.41) 

ft ft 

n. I (kh) 2 - ( I (kh)) 2 

k•t le. t 



APPENDIX B 

LISTINGS OF THE PROGRAMS USED IN THE SIMULATION RUNS 

This appendix gives a listin9 of the files used to 9enerate the results 

presented in Chapter 5. The files are 

( i ) AERATOR.PAS 

( i i ) INPUT.PAS 

( i i i ) DISPLAY.PAS 

( i V) CHANGE.PAS 

(v) PROCESS.PAS 

(Vi ) VARIABLE.PAS 

(Vii ) COMMON.PAS 

(viii) GXINC.PAS 

( i X) PRINTER.DEF 

Fi9ure 4.5 illustrates how the first five files, i.e. AERATOR.PAS to 

PROCESS.PAS, are 1 inked. The sixth file, VARIABLE.PAS is 'included' at 

compilation time into these first five files as VARIABLE.PAS contains 

the definitions of all the global variables. The seventh file, 

COMMON.PAS, contains various rountines that are common to two or more of 

the first five files. The eighth file, GXINC.PAS contains a set of 

routines ·used in conjunction with INT10.COM. GXINC.PAS is used 

exclusively by PROCESS.PAS. The last file listed in this Appendix, 

PRINTER.DEF, is the printer file specification file that is required for 

HARDCOPY.COM. The source code for INT10.COM and HARDCOPY.COM is not 

9iven as these were not written by the author. 

The pro9ram listin9s are presented in a separately bound document. 



APPENDIX C 

PARAMETER LISTS USED FOR THE SIMULATION RUNS OF CHAPTER 5 

In the simulation program used in this thesis, more than SO parameters 

are required to define each simulation run. In order not to bog the 

reader down by-listing each set of SO parameters for every simulation 

run of Chapter S, only the salient parameters are mentioned within the 

text of that Chapter. For purposes of completeness, this Appendix lists 

the entire set of parameters for all the simulation runs of Chapter S. 

Also included in this Appendix is the entire list of parameters used for 

the confirmatory-run of Chapter 4, entitled Holmberg.dat. 



File name : holmberq,DAT 
SIMULATED PROCESS NODEL VALUES 

aean Q = 0.0000000 [I/day] 
Q wave a1plitude = O.OOOuOOO [J/dayJ 
Q cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['J 
Q cosine wave period= 0.000 [ainJ 
V = tSOOOOOO.OUO l 
Cin = 0.000 1902/1 
Coutlnitial = 0.000 1q02/l 
1ean at= 0.000000300 [lilJ 
at wave a1plitude = 0.000000033 [1/IJ 
at cosine wave offset = 90.000 ['J 
at cosine wave period= 600.000 (ainl 
Kla axis intercept = 0.0000000 [1/ain] 
aean OUR= 10.000 [aqQ/l/hrJ 
OUR wave aaplitude = · 1.000 [sqQ/1/hrJ 
OUR cosine wave offset = 90.000 ['] 
OUR cosine wave period= 600.000 [ainJ 
aean Te1p = 10.UOO ['CJ 
Te1p wave a1plituqe = O.OQO ['CJ 
Teap cos~ne wave otf$et = u.QOO ['~ 
Te1p cosine wave period= O.uOO [11n] 
Initial air fiow = 80000[1/ainl 
DO noise band= 0.000 
Q noise band= 0.000 
No process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 
Dual aode controller 
ac = 0.1666000 lain 
esp= 0.0100000 190/1 
kdo = 0.016666 lain 
d = 0.016660 190/1.ain 
SETPOINT = 2.000 1902/l 

TINE DATA 

Runge Kutte interval = 1.000 ain 
Controller interval = 6.000 ain 

IDENTIFICATION 

First order identification is being used 
S Joints used in ieast squares est11ation 

axis 

1 
2 
3 
4 

OUTPUT NODE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
variable ,Low liait ,High limit 

AirFlow 
Airfl 011 

Cout 
Cout 

0.000 
0.000 
0.400 
0.400 

' ' 120000.000 
120000.000 

2.400 
2.400 

Syabol Frequency per screen= 0 
Nuaber of X-axis divisions =12 
X - axis units in hours 
Tiae per screen= 12.0 hours 
Hardcopy sent to printer at end of each screen 

C.2 

l'l!ilil::lil'.!lll;i

1
;

11
'!/1!i[/;1:;J 

Cin = 0.000 ;qQ2/1 

~~!nct:!~e=ijaJ!.~!~il~c~ 0.000 [min] 
TP~p w·v~ a;plitudP: 0 nnn r•r, 

l!il.!l!!\!ll\!·1!/lilai;;;1:111·f;i,i 

i0n:l!:eb~:~d== o~6ij~O 
No ?i·ocess lag 

WNTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a: 

Dual 1ode controller 
ac = 0.1666000 /iin 
~~~ ~ 0:01~~~Q~ 'g~!I 
f:., .. u - i),ViOul-; ;li.111 

d = 0.010467 ~q0/1.Jin 
SETPOINT = 2.000 mg02/1 

TIME DATA 

Runqe Kutte interval = 1.000 min 
Controller interval = 6.000 min 

§~1~~1U 
uu;gne 
A - a 

IDENTIFICATION 

OUTPUT MODE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
variable ,La~ li~it 

1
Hi;h 1m1t 

~--------

re n = I hours 
nt to ?r t r at end of each screen 



CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 

TIME DATA 

IDENTIFICATION 

first order identjfic~tion is bei9g U$?d 
J points us~d 1n ieast squares es111at1an 

QUTPUT MODE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
variable 

1
Low limit 

1 n ;:our· 

, .. : 
ilITil1 

3.000 
3.00G 

200000,000 
200000.000 

[f ~: 1? ~ntiPC 

i_._' ·.:1 ~.,· I i, • !. ;, •, +.. ,,•. : : ··=~· t,_ ' a en _ . e~d of each screen 

C.3 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a: 

TIME DATA 

IDENTIFICATION 

OUTPUT MODE 

6RAPHICAL OUTPUT 
var·iable ~~w ·init :~i;~: •• :..- 1 .-

'l?d., ----- ---:-----------
!GO.GOO 
100.000 

().005 
0.005 

~e !! i~ ~f~i: ~::n=i2° 
it in hour· 

~, io=pr?:1 rh:rr:nd of each screen 



Eilp na•e :_ eXft~,Qar 
SINULATED PRucESS MUDEL JALDt~ 
---------------------------

1ean Q = 0.0000000 Cl/d~YJ. • 
Q wave a1plitude = ,u.oou9uvo_ [1{day] 
G cosine wave off~et = 0.990 [ J 
G cosine w~ve p~r~od = O.OuO [11n] 
v = 15000000.000 1 
Cin = 0.100 1902/l. ~. 
Coutlnitial = 1,5QO 1qQ,/1 
1ean a1 = O.OOOOol2UO tl/ll_ . ~ 
a1 wave a1plitud, = 0.UUOOOOQOQ ~lilJ 
a1 cosine wave otf~et = 90,VOV t) 
a1 cosine wave period: o!voo 1\fl~ 

1 Kla axis intercept= O.OOOuoOO [1111nJ 
1ean OUR= bi,998 [190/1/hrJ 
OUR wave a1pl1tude = 15.000 ~•g0/!lhrl 
OUR cosine wave off~et = 90.0oo_[ ]_ 
OUR cosine wave period= 1440.000 [1in] 
1ean Te1p = 20.oOO ['CJ , 
Te1p wave a1plitude = 0.000 ~ CJ, 
Te1P cosine wave off$et = 0.000 [ ~ 
Te1p cosine wave period= 0.900 [11n] 
Initial air flow= 150000[l/11n] 
DO noise band= 0.000 
Q noise band= 0.000 
No process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 

Dual 1ode controller 
ac = 0.1000000 /1in 
esp= 0.0010000 190/1 
kdo = 0.001000 lain 
d = 0.089517 1qO/J.1in 
SETPOINT =· 2.000 1902/1 

TINE DATA 

Runge Kutte interval = 1.000 ,in 
Controller interval = 10.000 11n 

IDENTIFICATION 

Zero order identification is being· used 

OUTPUT NOOE 

GRAPHIC AND FILE OUTPUT 
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 

axis variable low li1it High li1it • i 

1 
~ 

' 3 
4 

Cout 
OUR 

OurEst 
Cout 

0.000 
45.000 
45.000 
0.000 

3.000 
90.000 
90.000 
3.000 

Sv1bol Frequency per screen= 12 
Nu1ber of X-axis divisions =12 
X - axis units in hours 
Ti1e Per screen= 24.0 hours 
NO Hardcopy ever sent to printer 

File naae : ex~6.DAT 
SINULATED PROCESS NODEL VALUES 

C.4 

aean G = 200001600.0000000 [J/dar] 
G wave a1plitude = O.OOOOOQO Cl/day] 
G cosine wave offset= O.oOO ('] 
G cosine wave period= 0.000 [1inJ 
V = 15000000.000 I 
Cin = 0.100 1q02/l 
Coutinitial ~ ~O.OQO 19Q2/l 
1ean a1 = O.oOOU012oO [111] 
at wave a1plitude = 0.000000120 (1/1] 
a1 cosine wave offset= 0.000 [') 
at cosine wave period= 1,4Q.OOO [1i~J 
Kia axis interce~t = O.OoOoOOO (1/ain] 
1ean OUR= 64.998 (1qQ/l/hrJ 
OUR wave a1plitude = ·15.000 (1qQ/l/hrJ 
OUR cosine wave off$et = 0.000 ['J. 
OUR cosine wave period= 1440.000 [1in] 
1ean Te1p = 10.000 ['CJ , 
Te1p wave a1Plitude = 0.000 [ CJ 
Te1p cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['J 
Te1p cosine wave period= O.QOO Cain] 
Initial air flow= 100000[1/11n] 
DO noise band= 0.000 
Q noise band= 0.000 
No process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 

Dual 1ode controller 
ac = 0.1bbb000 /1in 
esp= 0.0100000 190/1 
kdo = 0.000010 /1in 
d = 0.040000 1qO/l.1in 
SETPOINT = 2.000 1902/1 

TINE DATA 

Runqe Kutte interval = 1.000 1in 
Controller interval = b.000 1in 

IDENTIFICATION 

First order identification is being us,d 
5 points used in least squares est11at1on 

OUTPUT NODE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
axis variable Low li1it .High li1it 

I I I 
1 , OUR , 0.000 , 100.000 
2 OurEst 0.000 100.000 
3 S 0.000 0.005 
4 S 0.000 0.005 

Sy1bol Fre1uen~y p~r.s~reen = 0 
Nu1ber of x-axis d1v1s1ons =12 
X - axis units in hours 
Tiae per screen= i4.0 hours . 
Hardcopy sent to printer at end ot each screen 



File na1e : exP7.DAT 
SINULATEO PROCESS MODEL VALUES 

1ean Q = 0.0000000 (Jidav] 
Q wave a1plitude = 0.0000000 [liday] 
Q cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] 
Q cosine wave period= 0.000 [1in] 
V = 150000000.000 i 
Cin = 0.000 1q02/1 
Coutinitial = ·o.ooo 1902/1 
aean at = 0.000001719 [1/JJ 
at wave aaplitude = 0.000000120 [1/lJ 
at cosine wave offset= 0.000 ('] 
at cosine wave period= 1440.000 [1inl 
Kla axis interce~t = -0.0225600 [1/ainJ 
1ean OUR= 64.9~8 (190/1/hrJ 
OUR wave a1plitude = 15.000 [1qQ/l/hrl 
OUR cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] 
OUR cosine wave ~eriod = 1440.000 Cain] 
1ean Teap = 10.000 ['CJ 
Te1p wave a1plitude = 0.000 C'C] 
Teap cosine wave offset= 0.000 C'J 
Tea, cosine wave period= 0.000 [1inJ 
Initial air flow= 100000(l/1inJ 
DO noise band= 0.000 
Q noise band= 0.000 
Na process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 

Dual aode controller 
ac = 0.1666000 lain 
esp= 0.0100000 1qQ/l 
kdo = 0.000010 /iin 
d = 0.040000 1qQ/l.1in 
SETPOINT = 2.000 agQ2/l 

TINE OATA 

Runge Kutte interval = 1.000 ain 
Controller interval = 6.000 ain 

IDENTIFICATION 

First order identification is beinq used 
5 points used in least squares estiaation 

OUTPUT NOOE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
axis _ variable ,Low liait ,High liait 

1 

~ 
4 

Cout 
Cou} AirF ow 

AirFlow 

0.000 3.000 
0.000 J.OQO 
0.000 200000.uoo 
0.000 200000.000 

Sy1bol Frequency per screen= 0 
Nu1ber of x-axis divisions =12 
X - axis units in hours 
Ti1e Per screen= 12.0 hours 
Hardcopy sent to printer at end of each screen 

File naae : exr,8,DAT 
SIMULATED PROCESS MODEL VALUES 

C.5 

aean Q = 0.0000000 (1/da,J 
Q wave a1Plitude = 0.0000000 [1/dayJ 
Q cosine ~ave offset= 0.000 C'J 
Q cosine wave Period= 0.000 [1inJ 
V = 150000000.000 1 
Cin = 0.000 IQ02/l 
Coutinitial = ·o.ooo IQ02/i 
aean at= 0.000001200 [f/lJ 
at wave aaplitude = 0.000000120 [1/1] 
a1 cosine wave offset= 0.000 ('] 
at cosine wave period= 1440.000 Cain] 
Kia axis interce~t = 0.0000000 (1/ainJ 
1ean OUR= 64.9~8 (190/lihrJ 
OUR wave a1plitude = 15.000 (190/1/hrJ 
OUR cosine wave offset = 0.000 ['] 
OUR cosine wave eeriod = 1440.000 [1inJ 
1ean Teap = 10.000 ['CJ 
Teap wave aaplitude = 0.000 ('CJ 
leap cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] 
Teap cosine wave period= 0.000 Cain] 
Initial air flow= 100000(1/1in] 
00 noise band= 0.000 
Q noise band= 0.000 
No process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 

Dual 1ode controller 
ac = 0.1666000 /1in 
esp= 0.0100000 aq0/1 
kdo = 0.000010 /iin 
d = 0.040000 1qO/l.1in 
SETPOINT = 2.000 1902/1 

TINE DATA 

Runge Kutte interval = 1.000 1in 
Controller interval = 6.000 ain 

IOENTIFI CA HON 

First order identification is being used 
5 points used in least squares est11ation 

OUTPUT NODE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
axis variable Low liait ,High liait 

1 
2 
3 
4 

OUR 
OurEst 
1Est 
at 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

100.000 
100.000 

0.000 
0.000 

Syabol Fre~uency per screen= 0 
Nuaber of X-axis divisions =12 
X - axis units in hours 
Ti1e per screen= 24.0 hours 
Hardcopy sent to printer at end of each screen 



Fiie name : exD9.0AT 
SIMULATED PROCESS MODEL VALVES 

1ean G = 0.0000000 (1/davJ 
G wave a1plitude = 0.0000000 (1/da,J 
G cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] · 
Q cosine wave Period= 0.000 [min] 
V = 150000000.000 l 
Cin = 0.000 1902/! 
Coutlnitial = 0.000 1qQ2/1 
1ean a1 = 0.000001200 [l/!J 
at wave a1plitude = 0.000000120 [1/1] 
a1 cosine wave offset= 0.000 [1

] 

a1 cosine wave period= 1440.000 [min] 
Kla axis intercept= 0.0000000 [1/minJ 
1ean OUR= 64.998 [1qO/l/hrJ 
OUR wave a1plitude = ·15.000 (1q0/1/hrJ 
OUR cosine wave offset = 0.000 ['] 
OUR cosine wave period= 1440.000 [1inJ 
1ean Te1p = 10.000 ['CJ 
Teap wave aaplitude = 0.000 ['CJ 
Teap cosine wave offset = 0.000 ['J 
Te•r.cosi~e wave period= O.QOO [min] 
In1 1al air flow= 100000[l/11n] 
DO noise band= 0.000 
G noise band= 0.000 
No process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 
Dual aode controller 
ac = 0.1666000 fain 
esp= 0.0100000 190/1 
kdo = 0.016670 /min 
d: 0.080000 mq0/J,tin 
SETPOINT = 2.000 1902/1 

TINE DATA 

Runge Kutte interval = 1.000 1in 
Controller interval = 6.000 min 

IDENTIFICATION 

First order ident~ficttion is being used 
5 points used in ,east squares estimation 

OUTPUT NODE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
axis , variable ,Low limit ,High limit 

1 Cout 0.000 3.000 ., I' 0.000 0.010 3 ;i 

d 0.000 0.500 
4 OurEst 0.000 100.000 

Sr1bol Frequency per screen= 12-
Nuaber of X-axi~ divisions =12 
X - axis units in hours 
Ti1e per screen= 48.0 hours 
Hardcopy sent to printer at end of each screen 

File name : EXP10.DAT 
SIMULATED PROCESS MODEL VALUES 

1ean Q = 200001600.0000000 [I/day] 
Q wave amplitude= 0.0000000 [l/day] 
Q cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] 
Q cosioe.vijye period= 0.000 [1in] 
V = 15UOUU00.000 l 
Cin = 0.100 1q02/l 
Coutlnitial = ·o.OOO mq02/l 
1ean at= 0.000001200 [l/ll 
at wave amplitude= 0.000000120 [1/ll 
al cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] 
a1 cosine wave period= 1440.000 Cain] 
Kla axis intercept: 0.0000000 [1/ain] 
mean OUR= 64.998 [1qO/l/hrJ 
OUR wave aaplitude = ·15.000 (1qQ/l/hrl 
OUR cosine wave offset = 0.000 ['J 
OUR cosine wave period= 1440.000 Cain] 
1ean Teap = 10.000 ['CJ 
Te1p wave aaplitude = 0.000 ['CJ 
Teap cosine wave offset = 0.000 ['] 
Teap cosine wave period= 0.000 Cain] 
Initial air flow= 100000(1/minJ 
DO noise band= 0.000 
Q noise band= 0.000 
No process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a: 

C.6 

Dual aode controller with flow teras included 
ac = 0.1666000 lain 
esp= 0.0100000 190/1 
kdo = 0.000010 lain 
d = 0.040000 1gO/l.1in 
SETPOINT = 2.000 1902/1 

TINE DATA 

Runge Kutte interval = 1.000 min 
Controller interval = 6.000 1in 

IDENTIFICATION 

First order identification is being used 
5 points used in least squares est11ation 

OUTPUT NODE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
axis , variable ,low limit ,High limit 

1 OUR 0.000 100.000 
j OurEst 0.000 100.000 

«Est 0.000 
4 at 0.000 

Sympol F~e1uen~y p,r .s~reen = 0 
Nuaoer ot x-axis d1v1s1ons =12 
X - axis units in hours 

0.000 
0.000 

Ti1e per screen= 24.0 hours 
Hardcopy sent to printer at end of each screen 



File na1e : EXP11.DAT 
SINULATEO PROCESS ~ODEL VALVES 

1ean Q = 0.0000000 [lidarJ 
Q wave a1plitude = 0.0000000 [1/da,J 
Q cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['J 
Q cosine wave eeriod = 0.000 [min] 
V = 150000000.oOO l 
Cin = 0.000 1qQ2/l 
Coutinitial = ·o.ooo IQ02/l 
1ean a1 = 0.000001719 [l/1] 
a1 wave a1plitude = 0.000000120 [1/1] 
a1 cosine wave offset= 0.000 c·J 
a1 cosine wave Period= 1440.000 [min] 
Kia axis int~rc~~t = -0~0~25600 [1/minl 
1ean OUR= 04.998 [190/lihrJ 
OUR wave a1plitude = 15.000 [1qQ/l/hrl 
OUR cssine wave offset= 0.000 ['l 
OUR cosine wave Period= 1440.000 (1inl 
1ean Te1p = 10.000 ['CJ 
Te1p wave a1plitude = 0.000 ['Cl 
Te1p cosine wave offset = 0.000 ['J 
Te•p.cosiQe wave periqd = O.QOO [1inJ 
In1t1al air flow= loOOOO[l/11nJ 
00 noise band= 0.000 
Q noise band= 0.000 
No process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 
Steph's dual 1ode controller 
ac = 0.1666000 lain 
esp= 0.0100000 1qO/l 
kdo = 0.000010 fiin 
d = 0.040000 1qQ/l.1in 
SETPOINT = 2.000 1902/1 

TINE DATA 

Runge Kutte interval = 1.000 1in 
Controller interval = 6.000 1in 

IOENTIFI CATION 

First order identification is being used 
5 points used in least squares est11ation 

axis 

l 
2 
3 
4 

OUTPUT NOOE 

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
variable ,Low li1it ,High limit 

! ! 
OUR 

OurEst 
«Est 
at 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

100.000 
100.000 

0.000 
0.000 

Sy1bol Frequency per screen= 0 
Nu1ber of X-axis divisions =12 
X - axis units in hours 
Ti1e per screen= 24.0 hours 
Hardcopy sent to printer at end of each screen 

aean G = 0.0000000 [l/da,J 
G wave a1plitude = 0.0000000 [I/day] 
G cosine wave offset= 0.000 ('] 
G cosine wave reriod = 0.000 [1in] 
V = 150000000.vOO I 
Cin = 0.000 1qQ2/J 
Coutinitial = ·o.ooo IQ02/1 
1ean at = 0.000001200 (l/l] 

C.7 

at wave a1plitude = 0.000000120 (l/1] 
a1 cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] 
at cosine wave period= 1440.000 [1in] 
Kla axis intercept = 0.0000000 [1/ain] 
1ean OUR= 64.998 [1gO/l/hrJ 
OUR wave a1plitude = 15.000 [190/1/hrJ 
OUR cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] 
OUR cosine wave period= 1440.000 [1inJ 
1ean Te1p = 10.000 ['CJ 
Te1p wave a1plitude = 0.000 ['CJ 
Te1p cosine wave offset= 0.000 ['] 
Te1f cosine wave period= 0.000 [1inJ 
Ini ial air flow= 100000[1/ainJ 
00 noise band= 0.000 
Q noise band= 0.000 
No process lag 

CONTROLLER 

The process is controlled by a : 

Dual 1ode controller 
ac = 0.1666000 lain 
esp= 0.0100000 190/l 
kdo = 0.000010 /1in 
d = 0.040000 1gO/l.1in 
SETPOINT = 2.000 1902/1 

TINE DATA 

Runqe Kutte interval= 1.000 ain 
Con{roller interval = 10.000 1in 

IOENTI FI CA TI ON 

First order identification is being used 
5 points used in least squares est11ation 

OUTPUT NODE 

GRAPHIC ANO FILE OUTPUT 
GRAPH I CAL OUTPUT 

axis . variable ,Low li1it ,High li1it 

1 Cout 0.000 3.000 
·1 OUR 0.000 100.000 3 Air-Flow 0.000 200000.000 
4 OurEst 0.000 100.000 

Sy1bol Frequency per screen= 0 
Nu1ber of X-axis divisions =12 
I - axis units in hours 
Tise per screen= 12.0 hours 
NO HardcoPY ever sent to printer 



APPENDIX D 

TABLE OF DATA USED TO PLOT FIGURE 5.5 AND FIGURE 5.6 

Fi9ures 5.5 and 5.6 illustrate the effect of samplin9 time on the 

estimates of R and on DO control usin9 the first order and zero order 

methods. As no discernible difference between the zero order and first 

order method is apparent from these Fi9ures, this Appendix 1 ists the 

data used to plot Fi9ures 5.5 and 5.6, so as to quantify the difference 

<albeit small) between the values 9enerated by the two methods. 

TABLE 0.1 

Values used to plot Fi9ures 5.5 and 5.6 

Samplin9 ZERO ORDER FIRST ORDER 

Interval Mean error Mean DO 11ean error Mean DO 

(min) " in R setpoint " in R setpoint 

di Herence difference 

1 0.242176 0.043284 0.242176 0.043284 

2 0.463263 0.056819 0.463263 0.056819 

3 0.668742 0.076599 0.668742 0.076599 

4 0.862851 0.097422 0.862851 0.097472 

5 1.046662 0.118056 1.046662 0.118056 

6 1.226649 0.138176 1.226492 0.138176 

.7 1.399737 0.157687 1.399973 0.157687 

8 1.571543 0.176898 1. 571533 0.176899 

9 1.739320 0.195115 1.739278 0.195116 

10 1. 9122265 0.213039 1. 912003 0.213041 




